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Strong Arm of the Law
Powerlifting gives Sheriff Willie Morris the strength to enforce the law.
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Local disc jockey Brian Charette wakes up the Valley with his morning show.
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Metal Magic
Blacksmith John Dunn transforms iron into an array of useful products.
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John Paul Rules in Rockingham District Court.
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Sculptor David Breeden achieves freedom of expression through his work.
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Sarah Milam, director of the local March of Dimes, plans to stay awhile.
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Where the Bluegrass Grows
A fading form of music lives with the band Dominion Express.
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Tales of the Valley's phantom friends unravel from legends and folklore.
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61
Local volunteers help the march of Dimes in its fight against the birth defects.
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At Hess Furniture Store, dolls are an added attraction.
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Besides numerous sandwiches, a local diner dishes out a down-home
atmosphere and unique entertainment.
Cracking a Fortune
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Brown's Restaurant in Luray specializes in Chinese and American foods.
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A bed and breakfast provides all the comforts of home.
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Closer Look

As most any resident would tell you, there's no place
quite like the Shenandoah Valley. With its unique location, scenery and atmosphere, the Valley is like a
magnet to engaging people with out-of-the-ordinary hobbies
and activities.
Take the members of the bluegrass band Dominion Express, for instance. Skillfully producing a type of music that is
rarely heard today, these four men put on mini-concerts for
friends in a Harrisonburg home every Wednesday night. Turn
to page 39 to find out more about Two-Gun, the band's multitalented musician shown on the cover, and his bluegrassplaying buddies.
Our centerspread story also focuses on an individual who
specializes in a practice not common in today's world. He's a
self-taught blacksmith named John Dunn, and he fires up his
forge every day to patiently create hooks, stands, lights, iron
gates and more.
In the same way Dunn depicts a practical side of Valley
life, the ghost stories told on pages 48-54 dwell on the mysterious. These spooky tales hauntingly await your attention.
Although these are just a few of the items you will read
about in this issue of CURIO, they are prime examples of the
diversity of life in the Valley and the surrounding area. Each
year, our staff members try to capture the spirit of the area and
provide a well-rounded, interesting publication for local residents.
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As students at James Madison University, we gain beneficial experience by putting together the magazine. Because we
spend multiple hours interviewing, writing, editing, making
business transactions and laying out pages, it is especially rewarding when CURIO receives national recognition.
Since its beginning in 1978, the magazine has not gone a
year without winning awards in large competitions. At a national convention in Washington, D.C., last fall, CURIO captured a Pacemaker Award, which is the highest honor in the
country given to a college magazine in a contest cosponsored
by the Associated Collegiate Press and the American Society
of Magazine Editors.
Judges for that competition work for well-known professional magazines such as Sports Afield and Redbook, and one
of them commented that CURIO is "a true community publication that goes far beyond being a mere 'college' periodical.
The wide ranging, diverse blend of stories would appeal to anyone in western Virginia."
As you can see, this year's staff had some tough standards
to meet in matching the quality of past publications. In doing
this, we also tried to incorporate some new ideas into the content and overall design of the work.
This year, our production process itself is an experiment
with new computer technology. For the first time, CURIO
(Please see page 7)
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Antiques
& Things...
In
Harrisonburg
'■m

Visit these Owner Operated Businesses on Court Square
Small Shops with Specialized Attention
HARRISON ANTIQUES 434-1074
General line of antiques, open Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
ANTIQUE JEWEL BOX 433-1833
Estate jewelry, fine gems & sterling silver
Open 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
CHALOT'S ANTIQUES 433-1833
Quality furniture, china glassware & bric-a -brae
Open 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon., Tucs., Fri. & Sat.
DOLLY S ANTIQUES 434-9833
Antique dolls, linens & costume jewelry-1950 s and before
Open Mon.-Sat. by chance
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About the Cover
Wilbur Terry, or "Two-Gun," of the band
Dominion Express, was photographed on
his own front porch by Kevin Ropp, our
photo editor.
General Staff
Mark Charnock is a communication and English major from Eldersburg, Md.,who plans to
pursue a career as a college journalism professor.
Steve Helms is a fifth-year computer science
major who wonders if he'll ever get out of college.

RAGAUA
Vintage clothing
Open Fri. and Sat. only, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Michael McCauley, a senior from California, is
studying art and communication. He hopes to
go into publication or advertising design, but
then again he might decide to move to Tahiti
and become an artist.

FAVORITE THINGS 434-7706
Country giftware & home furnishings
Open 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Kevin Ropp is a senior majoring in communication. He hopes to someday work for a large
daily paper as a writer or photographer,
though as of late he still does not have a job.

COURT SQUARE ST1TCHERY 433-2336
Counted cross stitch supplies
Open 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.-l p.m.

Michael Scoffone, a finance major from Arlington, is hoping to graduate this summer. He
claims he does not have a way with words but
is "real good with numbers."

AND NEARBY ....
ENCORE CONSIGNMENTS 433-7148
82 South Main Street
Everything from furniture to gifts
Often Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Larry Towe, a senior from Loudoun County
majoring in television production, enjoys
moonlighting as a photojournalist. He will be
spending this summer interning at WUSA, a
television station in Washington, D.C., working on the show "Capital Edition."

D.P. HAND JEWELRY DESIGN 433-6463
49E West Water Street
Custom jewelry design & repair
Open Mon.-Fri. by chance or appointment

Rob Washburn, a junior from Powhatan, is majoring in communication and political science.
He hopes to someday work as a sports writer
or sports information director.

IBatlu Nctus-iBt-ajrb
copy was produced with a personal computer, the Macintosh Plus, and a laserwriter. With this computer, we were
able to design entire pages on the terminal and run them out on one sheet of paper, instead of cutting and pasting pieces
of paper as we were forced to do in the
past when we used a typesetting machine.
Computer buffs might also be interested in knowing that this edition of
CURIO very possibly is the first college
magazine produced on the second generation of desktop publishing software,
Ready, Set, Go! 3. This particular software came out a litde over a month ago,
and our design staff picked up on it
quickly enough for use on this issue.
While our new computer system
might change the look of the publication slightly, we hope you like the
look. Likewise, we hope you enjoy the
variety of stories in this issue.
No publication could thoroughly
portray the one-of-a-kind lifestyle found
in the Blue Ridge/Appalachian mountain area, but our magazine at least gives
you a closer look at some of the people
and places surrounding you. We think
you'll find CURIO entertaining, and we
hope you will contact us if you have
any suggestions for future editions.

Get the full story

from the Valley's

largest newspaper

231S. Liberty St.
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801
Subscription information: phone 433-2702

Harrisonburg's
Most

Unusual Store

Glen's Fair Price Store Inc.
187 N. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA

^oauoQ.
Your Chinon Dealer Headquarters
Fast Photo Processing Service
CHINON
Co-editors

AUTO
2001

CURIO, published the last week of April
by James Madison University students
in the College of Fine Arts and Communication, is a self- supporting, non-profit
organization. Subscriptions are not
available. Mailing address: CURIO, Communication Department, James Madison
University, Harrisonburg, Va., 22807.
Telephone: (703) 568-6490.

The World's
Most Intelligent
Camera!!
LJ

CHINON
GIFTS
CP-6
TROPICAL FISH
"Twin
program"
TOYS
SLR
PETS
GAG GIFTS
CAMERA DEPT.
COSTUME RENTAL
434-8272
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Article by Mike Wilson
Photography by Kevin Ropp

Strong

Arm

of

the

Law

Powerlifting sheriff Willie Morris
has worked hard to cut down
crime in Greene County.

Several years ago, Greene County
had a bad reputation.
That was before Willie Morris,
a former professional heavyweight boxer
and national powerlifting champion,
took over as sheriff.
"I remember in '83, me and the wife
would ride through Stanardsville [a
small town in the heart of Greene County], and you know it was just incredible,
what was going on in that little town up
there," Morris says. "I mean people were
fighting, shooting, killing each other,
selling drugs.
"These people were running that
town."
Something had to be done, and Morris decided he was the man to do it.
Since he became sheriff in 1984, drunken driving arrests have gone up from
about 20 in the three years before Morris' election, to 210 in his first three

years of office. Drug arrests have increased from about 17 to over 50. And
only one murder has been reported in the
last three years in Greene County. In the
three previous years, 14 homicides were
reported.
At 6-foot-l, 235 pounds, slimmed
down from the 265 pounds he weighed
in at when he was powerlifting more
seriously, Morris easily could make
someone hesitate before committing a
crime. When he was younger, however,
he used his strength in a much different
way.
In 1969, Morris was in the fifth year
of a successful heavyweight boxing career. But despite a record of 19 wins, 14
by knockout, and no losses, Morris did
not attribute his success to his skill as a
fighter.
"I was not a great fighter," he says.
"But when I got into a fight I was al-

ways in shape. All the fights I won I
won on endurance and heart."
He suffered his first loss in his 20th
fight later that year, after being badly cut
over his right eye. That cut was the first
in a series of injuries that forced Morris
to give up boxing and try something
else.
He moved to Greene County, where
his parents had lived before he was born,
and started a painting business that did
well, but after a few years, he got restless. Morris decided to go into the field
that had always interested him most —
police work.
In 1978, Morris was sworn in as a
special police officer in Albemarle
County. For the next four years, he
worked security at dances and night
clubs there, and began work on an associate's degree in law enforcement at Piedmont Community College. An incident
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In a vast, rural county like Greene, police have to patrol numerous stretches of
backroads. In 1986, Morris and his deputies covered more than 200,000 miles.
In the two years before Morris took office, the department patrolled only about
159,000 miles.

that occurred while he was working in
Albemarle convinced Morris to take up
powerlifting.
"I went to arrest this guy ... a great
big son-of-a-gun, about six-five, 280,
and I had to scuffle with this guy. I had
difficulty — I had a lot of difficulty
with him — in fact, another officer had
to assist me," Morris says. "And I said
to myself, 'Man that's enough of this,
I'm getting back in the gym.' So I went
back in the gym and, rather than try to
use my hands and box, I chose lifting
weights."
Morris started powerlifting then, and
soon decided to try competing. Since
then, he has won two state powerlifting
championships in the open division and
two state masters titles, in a division for
competitors over age 40. Two years
ago, he won the national Drug Free
Powerlifting Championships, a competition for people who lift without taking
drugs such as steroids to build up
strength.
The time constraints of his job have
forced Morris to cut down on his training and competition time, but he has
not given up the sport completely.
"Because of my job, it's just really diffi-
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cult to get in the gym. So what I try to
do now is to get in the gym twice a
week, and I try to either run or ride my
bike twice a week. You know, at 43,
with the job I've got, that's about all
I've got time for."
The competition involved in powerlifting attracted Morris the most. "I just
love competition. I guess I'm one of
those people who has to have competition to do anything," he says.
In 1982, in the midst of Morris' competitive powerlifting, "things just got
kind of bad in Greene County," he says,
and he felt compelled to run for sheriff.
"Basically all I did in '83 was just
simply campaign and go to school," he
says. "I probably knocked on about 99
percent of the doors in this county. . . .
It took up every bit of my time to do
it."
In the November 1983 election, Morris defeated the incumbent sheriff by a 21 margin. "I was shocked out of my
shoe tops you know, because he was a
12-year incumbent and he had been a
county resident all his life. I guess the
people were ready for a change in Greene
County," Morris says thoughtfully.
If it was change the people wanted, it

was change they got. He started doing
things a lot differently than had the
county's previous administrators.
Probably the biggest change Morris
made was simply to answer every call
that came into the office as quickly as
possible. As far as he is concerned, there
is "no such thing as a trivial call."
Domestic and family disputes account
for the majority of the calls, Morris
says. About one in every 15 or 20 of
these calls involves a weapon of some
sort.
In addition to speeding up responses
to calls, Morris has made his deputies
much more visible by increasing the
number of miles they patrol. In 1982
and '83, Greene County deputies patrolled a total of about 159,500 miles,
compared to more than 274,000 miles
under Morris the next two years. Last
year alone, they patrolled about 200,000
miles, Morris says.
The more visible police officers are,
the more they serve as a deterrent to
crime, Morris says. People are less likely to commit crimes if they think a patrol car might come around the corner at
any time.
In addition to increased visibility,

Morris and his staff have placed a high
priority on alcohol- and drug-related
crimes.
"If you address drugs, you are going to
address other types of crimes at the same
time," he says. "We work drugs heavy
in Greene County."
An offshoot of Morris' emphasis on
drug enforcement is a civilian crime solvers organization called Greene Countians Against Crime. The group organized in 1984, when the sheriffs department needed money to continue a drug
investigation, he says.
"We had a guy who was . . . dealing
drugs to about five or six different counties. We set up surveillance on his
house for several months and it almost
broke our bank," Morris says. "We were
spending money out of our own pockets. It almost broke me."
After spending the money, about
$250, provided by the county to continue the investigation, Morris decided he
was tired of begging for money from the
county. So he and his deputies and their
wives held a bake sale in Stanardsville
to raise money. In just one day, they
made more than $2,000.
"These people kept bringing these
cakes and pies to us all day. As long as
we were open, people were running
home and bringing in cakes and pies.
We were getting $20 and $25 for cakes,"
he says excitedly.
A similar sale in nearby Ruckersville
the following week netted another
$2,000. "It's just amazing how, if
you've got an issue, people will respond
to it," Morris says.
All the money was turned over to
GCAC, he says. Some was used to pay
for the successful completion of that investigation, where the man was sentenced to a year in prison, and the rest
has been used to pay for information
that can be used in other investigations.
The group continues to meet once a

month and to plan fund-raisers.
Morris not only changed the way
things were done in Greene County, but
the people who did them. He hired a
whole new crew of deputies and made
sure they were in shape, both mentally
and physically.
Morris and his deputies have traveled
as far as Delaware to attend schools and
seminars on topics such as homicide
and drug investigation. "You've got
new people moving into the county,
and they want your officers educated,"
he says. "I try to get my guys as much

education as I can. In fact, we've probably spent over 2,000 hours in school
since I've been in office. That's a lot for
a small department."
While encouraging his deputies to educate themselves, Morris also emphasizes
keeping in top physical condition. He
has seven full-time deputies and one
part-time officer; six of them work out
regularly. "You're always cultivating
that mind but you never do anything
with that body," he says.
Morris gets discouraged when he sees
police officers abuse their bodies by
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The sheriff s office, currently under renovation, is tucked away in the basement
of a building in Stanardsville.
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'Most of the people
who dislike him
are the people
he has arrested.'

drinking, smoking and staying up late at
night. "If anybody needs to be in condition, it's a police officer," he says with
conviction. "If he knows he's in better
shape, he's going to be more confident."
Morris' deputies take working out seriously. Three have competed in powerlifting contests, and four or five can
bench press 300 pounds, he says. "Not
too many police departments or sheriffs
departments can say that," he says, a
touch of pride in his voice.
Being strong and in good shape actually helps the officers avoid hurting people when Morris and his deputies are

forced to struggle to make an arrest. "I
don't believe in beating anybody. And
by being fairly strong, I can scuffle with
a guy without hurting him," Morris
says. "I'll scuffle with a guy as long as I
possibly can without hitting him."
His attitude, and the changes he has
made, have earned Morris a lot of respect from the people of the county and
those who work for him.
Morris' administrative assistant, Donna Payton, says two attitudes sum up
how Morris is viewed by county residents.
"They think he is the greatest thing

%

Morris says probably the biggest change he has made is to
answer every call that comes into the office as quickly as pos-
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sible. He says that as far as he's concerned, there is "no such
thing as a trivial call."

that ever hit the county, or else they
really dislike him," she says. "Most of
the people who dislike him are the people he has arrested."
Morris' deputies agree.
The people who don't like Morris "are
the ones that used to get away with
what they're not getting away with
now," Deputy Jim Bunch says.
Scott Roach, another deputy, says,
"It's just been better all the way around
[since Morris took over]. He really has a
lot of patience and tries to help people
in the county," he says.
"He enforces the law, and he doesn't
show favoritism. He sees to it that all
the calls are answered," Roach says.
"There has been a complete turnaround
since he became sheriff."
Roach also likes the way Morris
handles his employees. "He cares a lot
about his deputies. He's really sincere.
He won't ask a deputy to do anything
that he won't do himself," he says.
Morris and his deputies all work at
least four 12-hour shifts a week, but for
Morris, the job doesn't end when he's
off duty.
"The thing that kills me more than
anything else is that I haven't ever developed a way that I don't take the stress
home with me," Morris says.
"In the last three years I've become so
accessible to the people over here, that
it's nothing for a guy to call me at 10,
10:30 at night and tell me 'Will, I need
to see you at the house.'
"You know, they come to my house
on my days off, they call me .... Any
one of the deputies could probably answer their questions, but they want to
talk to me, and I consider it an honor —
I really do. But it kind of drains you,"
Morris says wearily, as if he gets tired
just thinking of the time he puts in.
But then his voice picks up again and
he says, "But you go home, you sleep,
you work out, you take vitamins. I
don't drink. I don't smoke. You try to
take care of yourself, but it's a stressful
job."
Morris admits that he "doesn't want to
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Morris has won four state powerlifting championships and one national title. "I just
love competition. I guess I'm one of those people who has to have competition to do
anything," he says.
grow old at this job," but he doesn't
know exactly how long he would like to
keep it.
Since he is an elected official, that decision might not be up to him. But
even if he is defeated in the fall election,
no doubt remains that Willie Morris has
left his mark on Greene County.
[£]

Mike Wilson, a junior from Maine, is a
communication and English major. He is
considering everything from newspaper
work to the Peace Corps for a career.
Someday he would like to write novels
that will make people think about things
they usually ignore.
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It's

a

Jungle

in

There

The Animal House
is home to an assortment
of rare tropical fish and
other interesting pets.

Article by Ken Malczak

Photography by Steve Helms

Walk into the red, brick building in Downtown Harrisonburg in search of a boa constrictor, a redfooted tortoise or an iguana, and you'll soon be on
your way with the pet of your choice.
Ask for a fish, however, and you might be there a while
longer.
"We probably have the largest selection [of fish] in the state
of Virginia and one of the largest on the East Coast," says
Mike Reisenberg, owner of that small store at the corner of
South Main and Water streets. It's named, appropriately, The
Animal House.
Three short aisles of pet products ranging from coats for
dogs to harnesses for ferrets, jam the front of the store. Bird
cages hang from the ceiling and a large blue and yellow macaw
surveys the store and its customers, occasionally wandering
from a swinging post atop its cage. Nothing stands still here:
aquariums bubble, fish dart about, hamsters and rabbits scurry,
birds chirp and flutter.
Since Harrisonburg isn't quite the area to support a rare tropical fish store, sales of the other animals help keep Reisenberg
in business. "Keeping animals cuts across the whole spectrum
of society," says the friendly man with a mustache and straight
dark hair speckled with gray. "We have everyone from lowincome workers investing a high percentage of their income
into a hobby to wealthy, affluent buyers."
The fish, though, are his real love. Interest in keeping fish
has grown steadily since the 1940s, he says, and over the last
five to 10 years technological advances in aquarium upkeep
have made the hobby even easier and more enjoyable. Previously, aquarium owners were using simple box filters that had
to be cleaned every few weeks and removed only visible dirt
and debris. With the recent invention of canister and wet-dry
systems that allow bacteria to break down wastes, chemical
and organic balances are maintained in the aquarium and little
cleaning is necessary.
Reisenberg estimates 75 percent of his customers buy fish as
decoration for their homes; hobbyists make up the other 25
percent. "Hobbyists are like stamp collectors," he explains.
"They want the rarest, the hardest to get, the prettiest... the
ugliest. They want to breed what hasn't been bred."
About 30 years ago, Reisenberg himself became interested
in fish because of his uncle, who kept tropical fish. Gradually,
he became an avid hobbyist and while living in Cincinnati,
helped form the Cincinnati Cichlid Society. He also worked
with five of the leading tropical fish breeders in the United
States, all of whom lived within a 200-mile radius of him, he
says.
In 1980, he decided to move to Harrisonburg because his
mother's family is from the area and because "it's a beautiful
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{Opposite page) Long, spiny fins and brown-striped coloring,
make the lionfish one of the more exotic saltwater fish at the
Animal House. (This page, top) Over 60 aquariums, both fresh
and saltwater, fill the back of the store. (Below) Owner Mike
Reisenberg says he probably has the largest selection offish in
Virginia.
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area to live in." Although Reisenberg believes he could double
his retail sales for fish in a bigger market, he's happy right
where he is. "Very few people can pick exactly where you want
to live and what you want to do," he says.
His ties to Cincinnati have paid off for him down here
though. Because he has invested money in a breeding program
with hobbyists in the Midwest, he now can get rare fish directly from the breeders without going through distributors and
wholesalers, allowing him to keep his prices down.
Although he graduated with a fine arts degree from Miami
University of Ohio in 1969, a white lab coat seems more fitting than the jeans and blue knit sweater he's wearing. He talks
as if he were a biology major, reeling off fish species like Tropheus brichardi and explaining how the "whole aquarium is a
living organism, not just the fish ... the water is alive, the
filter is alive."
A young man who recently purchased an aquarium brings in
a sample of his water to test the pH, a measure of the acidity
or alkalinity of the water. Without a pause, Reisenberg continues to talk, test the water and answer phone calls.
"Have you added anything to your tank, like shells?" he asks
the customer.
The young man nods.
"You gotta take them out of there," he advises, explaining
how the shells have altered the pH level. "Try some river
stones, you should be all right with them," he adds.
Customers frequently ask Reisenberg for advice on everything from aquarium supplies to dog chains and he is glad to
give it. His main goal in managing the store is "to run it like
I would want it run as a customer," and over the last four years
he estimates he's only had two or three dissatisfied customers.
"I believe the customer is right 99.9 percent of the time," he
says. "Repeat business is key for me. If my customers don't
come back, I might as well close up."
Though the store doesn't open until 10 a.m., a couple of employees arrive two hours early to prepare for the day's business. During that time, they feed the animals, check the water
in the tanks, make sure the fish are healthy, straighten the
shelves and vacuum the floor.
"I used to do that, for about the first year," Reisenberg says.
"Then I made enough to hire excellent help." Now, instead of
getting the store ready, he spends his time reading literature to
keep up with the latest technologies in pet supplies. While he
enjoys running the store, Reisenberg has found one disadvantage. "When you take this on as a business, you lose it as a
hobby," he says. "You can't do the same thing at home that
you do 12 hours a day." Nonetheless, he keeps a dog, a cat and
two aquariums — one saltwater, one freshwater — at home.
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For beginners, Reisenberg recommends buying the largest
tank they easily can afford because the larger the tank is, the
easier it is to maintain. Besides, he says, "the majority of people who are successful with a small tank wish they had bought
a larger tank." A 20-gallon tank, including a cover, light, heater, filter, powerhead, air pump and thermometer, runs about
$100. A couple of bags of gravel for about $2 each will complete the ideal setup.
In selecting fish, Reisenberg advises to "start with whatever
you like." He's found that beginners, surprisingly, have the
most success because "they do exactly what they're told." Most
small tropical fish sell for less than $5. But the rarer and larger
the fish is, the higher the price. A three-inch Oscar, a brown
disc-shaped fish, retails for about $6, while a 30-inch silver arrow-shaped fish called an Arrowana can run almost $100. Reisenberg also boasts a trio of tilapia joka from Zaire that, according to his calculations, are part of only five in the United
States. They are so hard to find, in fact, that many fish books
do not even have pictures of them. To Reisenberg, they are
priceless.
Although he'll "continue to get in the rarest, hardest to find,
most desirable" fish, in the future Reisenberg hopes to expand
his business to include "a lot more custom work." He wants to
design complete aquarium systems for the home or business,
including the actual aquarium and filtering system. Recendy,
he put the finishing touches on a 110-gallon plywood tank
with a state-of-the-art wet-dry filter system and porthole windows on the sides; the saltwater tank now greets customers to
the aquarium section of the store. Reisenberg also sold two
250-gallon custom saltwater tanks to Lobster Yam's Seafood
Restaurant which will open this summer in Winchester. Two
more tanks are on order for the restaurant as well.
"I spent three years telling people they should do exactly
what they wanted to do," says Reisenberg, who used to work
with a career planning center. "Now I'm just taking my own
advice."
~C\
A senior from Annandale, Ken Malczak hopes to graduate someday so he can move to Florida, hit the beach and maybe find a
copy editing job.
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Clockwise from top left: an iguana is one of the many reptiles
found at the Animal House along with boa constrictors, pythons and chameleons; a bright blue and yellow macaw eyes
customers and occasionally squawks at them; a custom-built
saltwater tank with side portholes and a new filtering system is
one of Reisenherg's latest works.
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A . . . B.C. — That's the
alphabet for the most
successful radio station in
Harrisonburg, Q101 FM.

Article by Amy Porter
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Every weekday morning between 7 and 8 a.m., you
wake up to a high, squeaky voice singing "Hollywood
news, H-H-H-Hollywood news . .
an introduction
for tidbits about movie and television stars.
Before you can summon up the energy to pound the snooze
button, you hear the radio disc jockey telephone Fabias, N.Y.,
to talk to a woman who babysits farms while farmers are on
vacation as part of bringing unusual news to the listeners. You
reach the snooze button about the time the announcer is asking
her address for his listeners.
After a few more minutes of silence and extra sleep, the
snooze goes off and you hear the day's Quick Quiz Trivia
Question that's worth $101 in cash and a Trivial Pursuit game
if a caller can correctly answer the two trivia questions. The
second question is always a bit tougher than the first. One particular morning the second question was "Who was Carol
Lombard married to when she met her next future husband?"
The man projecting the loud, upbeat voice that awakens the
Shenandoah Valley might be a bit difficult to picture, especially so early in the morning, but his dedicated listeners know
"B.C. In The Morning" well from public appearances he
makes in the Valley. They recognize his brown eyes that
sparkle with his smile, surrounded by a brown mustache and
beard, his slightly receding hairline of the same dark hue, and
don't forget his robust figure that almost makes him resemble
a middle-aged Italian priest.
Few can mistake the voice of Brian Charette, the early morning disc jockey on WQPO (Q 101) who is more commonly
known in the area by just his initials.
And with 100 to 300 phone calls during each three-hour
shift, Charette certainly has developed a following in the Shenandoah Valley. Some mornings, Charette says he's on the
phone most of the time.
"People call in for different reasons. Listeners want to tell
me a joke, ask for a song, they want to sing, ask questions, or
dog me if the Red Sox lose. Or they just want to talk," Charette says. "My favorite part of this job is the people. I'm their
friend."
However, sometimes, the people that call in don't want a
joke or a song. They need more than what a phone call can offer them.
"When people first started finding out about me, I would get
calls really early in the morning from women that would say
they wouldn't make it through the day without listening to
me, and they wanted to meet me. One woman called in one
morning and said if I wouldn't marry her, she was going to kill
herself."
Charette says the woman wasn't serious, but just needed
companionship and someone to talk to. "There's never any
question of it being an ego trip because you know this is just
a person who needs help. It doesn't matter if I was a stone
wall."

When he receives calls like that, he tries to be reasonable
with the people and get them to reject him, so they feel better
about themselves, says Charette, who has been married for almost a year.
"I try to be as cordial as I can, thank them for their flattery. I
usually tell them that if they really knew me, they wouldn't
want to marry me. Now I tell them I'm already married. I used
to not be able to say that. I try to get them to rationally think
they don't want to marry me. I don't reject them ever. I don't
hang up on anybody. They just hang up on themselves."
Charette's received about 10 marriage proposals since he first
went on the air about three years ago. Only one of those came
after he was married in July.
"It's interesting because it speaks to . .. the way you can affect people," Charette says.
Charette says he doesn't have regular callers. "All sorts of
people call in every day. They're always different. That's what
keeps this business exciting."
But the calls don't create the business' only excitement.
Charette keeps the listeners excited with the content of his
shows.
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His offbeat material motivates his listeners to start the day,
the 27-year-old Charette says. "They don't want soft-voiced
DJs that will put them to sleep. They need something to get
them moving."
You need something to get you moving? Try a WHAM
commercial, a series of advertisement parodies produced by a
morning team in Denver, Colo.
Charette says the WHAM commercials provide humor in his
shows. "It's my belief that humor is an important part of entertainment, especially radio entertainment. I see Q101 as an
entertainment source rather than just a jukebox."
Two other reasons Charette uses parody commericals are to
"help draw attention to the other commercials and to help
make commercials less of a painful experience," he says. One
WHAM commercial leads off a set of real commercials.
Charette uses other parody commercials that he produces and
other unusual spots like The Story Lady, an atypical version
of a mother telling a bedtime story, produced by Jay Ward, the
creator of Bullwinkle. One morning she entertained listeners
with an unfamiliar tale of King Arthur winning his kingship.
After pulling the sword out of the stone, he was rushed to the
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Charette, 27, has moved up the ladder from an announcer in
college to program director for WQPO in three years, and his

morning show from 6 a.m. to 9 a.m. weekdays is the most
popular show on the radio station.
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As program director, Charette replaced pre-programmed tapes
with announcers. The station now plays almost half of its music from compact discs.
hospital when he suffered a hernia.
But Ward produced a fixed number of The Story Lady spots,
so her time at the station will be short-lived.
These commercials are Charette's tool to get his listeners
moving in the early morning.
Talk about getting moving, Charette needed WHAM commercials and off-the-wall jokes to get him moving after high
school. After an aimless first year at Virginia Tech, he enlisted
in the Marine Corps in 1979. Three years of lough discipline
gave him direction and motivation to return to school. But the
Marines also gave him his first disc jockey job aboard the aircraft carrier John F. Kennedy.
There he fell in love with radio, and after serving his military time, he enrolled at James Madison University, majoring
in communication between 1982 and 1984.
At JMU, he was a part time announcer for WHBG and a Luray radio station heard him and offered him a job as a full-time
announcer.
He left school to take the Luray job, but he doesn't regret
not graduating. Within six months, he moved up from announcer to music director to program director, and finally to
operations manager.
"This job doesn't require a college degree," Charette says.
Two years ago, WQPO didn't have disc jockeys, and played
its music from pre-programmed tapes. Listeners had gotten
used to the order of songs and the tapes wearing out in the
middle of songs.
Charette changed all that. Hired as program director, he hired
announcers, installed a computer to develop a music system
that keeps track of songs played, and now the station plays almost half of its music from compact discs. Most importandy,
QlOl's ratings have sky-rocketed.
"Q is fortunate in that we're number one in all the demographics. We're number one in teenagers. We're number one in
low-20s, in 25-35 [age group] and so on," Charette says. He
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defines the station's music as adult contemporary, and explains
why the station is so popular.
"One of the reasons we're number one in all the demographics is what we do between the music," Charette says. Even
though the humor and the contests attract people of all ages,
the music might not appeal to all listeners.
"Just because the song reaches the Top 40, doesn't mean we
play it," Charette says. "Top 40 stations just play everything
that makes the Top 40. The adult, contemporary radio station
takes the Top 40 and molds it to its own purposes. We also
play a little bit more oldies than the Top 40 station."
As program director, he shies away from the harder rock
songs. You might think Charette's religious zeal might influence his choices, but it doesn't.
Charette and Adam Stubbs, Q's music director, choose which
songs will be played by results of surveys and research conducted from listeners in the area.
"If I had my way," Charette says, "I'd be playing Amy Grant
and Michael Smith all the time."
That's all part of his ultimate goal: to own a Christian rock
station. But he does have a taste of that every Sunday morning
on WQPO. From 6 to 8 a.m., Charette hosts a show that features Christian rock songs.
The key there means being flexible. Having to make an average of once-weekly public appearances helps him to be the
most publicized disc jockey in the Shenandoah Valley. Also,
flexibility in personality helps, Charette says. "I think that I,
personally, have to be positive all the time because that's what
most fits my personality. I am mostly positive all the time."
Even though they're rare, some days Charette isn't always so
cheerful. "What we do on the radio is in a lot of ways theater
or drama because there are some days when I don't feel very
swell or very chirpy," he says, "but I know that I have to be
positive and upbeat because that's what people expect and
that's what they've come to be accustomed to with the show.
On those mornings I really have to act."
He may be upbeat all the time, but he isn't perfect. He admits he's made a few mistakes on the air. "I got in trouble
from Hardee's one time. I was singing to their jingle 'Where
good people go for good food.' After it was over, I said, 'Where
do bad people go?'"
Charette wasn't reprimanded, but the advertising agency for
Hardee's contacted one of the station's salesmen, who mentioned it to Charette. "At the time I didn't feel like it was such
a bad thing, but apparently they were offended by it. They felt
I was making fun of their commercial and they didn't want me
to do that."
So that wasn't a major mistake, and Charette says he doesn't
make many, but the mistakes he does make are noticeable.
Sometimes, if you hear long pauses after a song or a commercial is over, B.C. still might be talking on the phone.
"When I'm on the phone, I can't hear the commercial or the
music. Sometimes I've gotten off the phone only then realiz-

ing that there's been a few seconds of dead air."
His day starts at 4:30 every weekday morning at the station,
reviewing the day's music and reading newspapers so that his
stories are fresh. "I do things that couldn't have been done yesterday in preparing for the show, making sure the show sounds
timely," Charette says. "It's a process of gathering information
so I'll know everything in my head."
His day doesn't end when he signs off the air at 9 a.m. after
three hours of announcing. Until 3:30 every weekday afternoon, he performs "program directorship duties" that come
with the job.
At the end of his 11-hour day, he drives home in his red
pickup with vanity license plates that read "4G-SUS." His
family in Grottoes consists of his wife, Pamela, a JMU graduate, whom he married last July. But they didn't meet at JMU.
They were youth group leaders together at Grace Covenant
Church in Mt. Crawford.
"My hobby is my wife," Charette says, though his countless
work and personal activities keep him busy.
"I don't mind being busy, but there are a lot of demands on
my time, and so I don't get to spend as much time with my
wife. But it's because I'm so busy with other things, that every
spare moment I have I have to devote to either church or my
wife, sometimes both."
Even when he's busy, his wife is most important.
"She certainly takes a priority over my job, but sometimes
just the job takes lots of time," he says. "Sure, sometimes
she'd rather me not be that busy."
When together, they spend a lot of time with church activities. The Charettes play musical instruments on the worship
team at their church in which they lead the congregation in
singing. He plays acoustic guitar and electric guitar and Pam
plays the flute and the keyboard.
"A lot of what we do together involves music."
But even during his off-the-air time, Charette still works for
the station. He makes a lot of public appearances, which take
him all over the Valley. "People approach me in public and
say, 'Remember me? I told you this joke on the phone the other day.' People know who I am, and I'm very flattered by that,"
he says.
If familiarity grants favoritism, Charette would win, but all
his listeners aren't fans of "B.C. in the Morning."
"Most people love me but some others hate me. And surveys indicate that those who hate me listen to me anyway."
The radio station conducts surveys for an indication of what
songs the listeners like and what they like about the announcers.
Charette estimates that about 45 to 50 percent of the people

listening to the radio in the morning are listening to his show.
The rest of the day, about 40 percent of radio listeners are tuned
into Q101.
He says he doesn't let the bad opinions of him depress him.
"You can't take that personally. If you did, you'd be dragging a
lot."
The negative feelings that some listeners have for him don't
affect him because the objective of the morning show is to get
people moving. He says he accomplishes that goal successfully. "When I'm relating to the audience, I always try to picture a
listener in my mind, and that listener's always in the target audience."
Good reviews or bad, Charette continues with the jokes and
the upbeat material in his early morning airtime. "We poke fun
at ourselves and it makes people listen. We don't come across
as stuffy," he says.
0

Amy Porter, a junior majoring in communication and English,
is from Virginia's second state — Northern Virginia. Her obsession with M&Ms gives her enough energy to keep up with the
work writing for three publications.
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"People call in for different reasons," says Charette. "Listeners
want to tell me a joke, ask for a song, they want to sing . . .
or dog me if the Red Sox lose. Or they just want to talk."
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A local restaurant
has more to offer
than just its menu of
original sandwiches.
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Bob Driver's "funky" Studebaker reflects
the 1950s character of the restaurant he
bought with a friend in March 1985.
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ou almost wouldn't notice the place, tucked among a
handful of aging tire shops out on North Main Street
in Harrisonburg. The off-white stucco building assumes a curious geometric shape somewhere between a square
and a slanted rectangle, and the turquoise trim and gas-pipe lettering are reminiscent of a 1950s roadside diner.
The inside features folding metal chairs and small wooden
tables, neatly set and draped in sky-blue polyester. A small
counter with three short stools faces the kitchen, and one wall
is lined with three booths, the uncomfortable kind with high
backs at 90-degree angles to the seats and linoleum tables jutting out from the wall. In the center of the room sits a large
round table that probably seats eight comfortably and 12 or
more intimately. Two vast plains of glass, interrupted not by
window panes but by one seemingly infinite crack, span most
of the storefront.
Even the name is unpretentious: The Little Grill. And according to co-owner and manager Bob Driver, it has "humble
origins" as well. The structure was built in 1915 as a bath
house to the city pool, which was fed by Black's Run Creek.
Several years later, it became the pool's snackbar, and the barbecue pit outside was referred to as "the little grill."
By the 1930s, it was a full-service restaurant and best known
as a seafood and steak house run by Margaret Snell, who took
over in the early '50s and operated the business by herself until
retiring in 1972.
According to Driver, "The restaurant fell into hard limes after
that." But in March 1985, he and partner Chris Boyer bought
the business and began extensive remodeling of the building.
"We moved a lot of things around, trying to utilize as much
space as we could," Driver says. The pair considered renaming
the restaurant, tossing around such possibilities as Bobby's
Blue Chip Diner, The Northside Cafe and The Rubber Room
before deciding to stick with the original name.
Neither partner had any previous restaurant experience, but
they learned from a core group of employees. "The day cook
even came with the place," Driver says. "I learned business
through a necessity to keep the place going. Meeting people
and making friends is my primary goal; I enjoy the people aspect above the business aspect."
The pair's initial objective was to provide entertainment.
"None of our entertainment is 100 percent oriented to any particular group — we try to pick music that's acceptable to everybody. It's a real juggling act to try to schedule entertainment
that will appeal to young, liberal college students and to older
locals."
In one corner of the restaurant, a small stage cluttered with
two large speakers and scattered microphone stands and several
chairs fills the area. Because of space limitations, the majority
of musical performers are solo or small group acoustical acts.
The restaurant even comes with a house orchestra of employees whom Driver describes as "interestingly creative people."
Few of the performers are totally professional; many are farm-
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"Meeting people and making friends is my primary goal," says
Driver. "I enjoy the people aspect above the business aspect."
ers, cooks or young musicians just starting out. They play for
a cover charge that rarely exceeds $2.
On occasion, The Grill hosts one-act plays and poetry readings. "With something like a poetry reading, our size is a help
rather than a hindrance," Driver says, "because there's a certain
degree of intimacy involved."
One of the more unusual acts has been a one-man play by
Tommy Thompson of the Red Clay Ramblers. Called "The
Last Song of John Profitt," the play depicted the minstrel life
of a 19th century vaudeville star. A husband and wife comedy
team performed once, as well as a garage punk band that Driver
says "bordered on abusual." Eddy Adcock, an original member
of The Country Gentlemen, and well-known autoharpist Brian
Bowers also have appeared. Celebrity diners have included
Mike Seeger, who is nationally known in folk circles, exJefferson Airplane guitarist Jorma Kaukonen, Bob Hope and
Jimmy Buffett. Galax Fiddlers' Convention champion Edd Michael is one of the restaurant's regular customers, and several
of his ribbons appear in a collage on a wall beside the door.
Sunday is Open Stage Night from 9 until midnight or later,
depending on when the crowd starts to thin. Driver usually
claims the opening set, either alone or with members of his
band, the Belzona Bluzz Revue, playing vintage country, jazz
and rhythm and blues. He then keeps a running roster for the
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rest of the night of people or groups
who want to perform in 30-minute time
slots.
The atmosphere on these nights is relaxed and friendly. The audience is composed of performers as well as people
who come just to socialize or listen to
the music.
Even when no live entertainment is
scheduled there's still music, thanks to
the "bucket o' tapes," a pretzel container
filled with what Driver boasts is "the
most eclectic collection in the world."
Featuring artists mainly from the 1940s
to mid-'50s, the music "sounds like the
place looks," Driver says. "Dining
should be a complete experience including food and music. And the employees
love to work to this stuff because it's
got mega-energy."
Although the owners first thought
they could focus chiefly on entertainment, they soon realized they would
have to concentrate on food as well.
"We definitely earned more of a reputation for food, so we switched horses in
mid-'85," Driver explains.
The menu, which features mostly
sandwiches, was developed largely by
shift manager Coma Gary. Then Driver,
an antique automobile buff who claims
he's "addicted to funky cars," named all
of the sandwiches, except for the Reu-

bens, after old cars.
"There's a strict logic behind the
names of items on the menu," he says.
"The type of automobile is indicative of
the nature of the sandwich." For example, the clubs are all named after large
cars, while the Corvair and the Crosley
are slightly smaller. For the vegetarian
items, "we tried to come up with names
that denoted a healthful, almost hippie
image," Driver says. The Nomad, made
with a Lebanese paste of chick peas,
conjures visions of Middle Eastern camel jockeys.
The employees make almost everything on the premises, right down to the
sauces which include "flamingo sauce."
Although Driver won't disclose the ingredients, he does reveal that paprika
gives the sauce its "distinctive pink
cast."
The menu also features salads, homemade vegetarian chili, nachos and traditional items such as hamburgers, hot
dogs, grilled cheese sandwiches and
BLTs. The restaurant even serves breakfast, opening its doors at 6:30 a.m.
Monday through Saturday. Some people
would consider The Grill the best-kept
secret in the area for Sunday brunch, and
customers can order just about anything
from an asparagus omelet to a strawberry crepe.

Open Stage Night every Sunday attracts poetry readings, one-act plays, comedy routines and musical performances ranging from blue grass to rhythm and blues.
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The lunch crowd, which often forms a
line out the door, also can choose from
two "plate specials" which vary from
day to day but almost always include
fried chicken. Local independent contractors constitute the core of the lunch
clientele, and Driver says he frequently
notices placemats that have been used to
figure building costs for a house. A
number of "white collar" employees
also meet there for lunch.
Commenting on the surprising number of regular customers. Driver says,
"There are at least 20 to 30 people who
come in here twice a day, and out of
those about five to 10 eat here twice a
day." He and one of the day cooks play a
game of "restaurant telepathy" and claim
to be mystics in the kitchen. "At least
three times a week, Nancy or I will
think of someone and invariably they'll
walk through the door," he says.
Driver believes that many of his frequent customers, who act more like
family members than near-strangers, are
"people who would've never met in normal social circumstances." He says, "It's
incredible to watch mutually exclusive
groups of working class, honky-tonk
folks and intellectual, artsy types coexist. This is where 'the beat meet the
elite.'
"I think this is about as close to a
'60s coffeehouse as you can get. You've
got your intriguing young gadflies, a
guy in the corner talking to himself. ..
the whole cast of characters." The employees have nicknamed many of the
regulars, like a "nasty old guy we call
Mr. Happy," Driver laughs.
"To be a cook you practically have to
be a stand-up comedian," he adds, reenacting a Three Stooges stunt that recently occurred in the kitchen. "A lot of
priceless stuff comes out of here. We
have one guy who just sits at the counter and watches us in the kitchen instead
of staying home and watching soap operas."
The restaurant provides somewhat of a
haven for musicians and artists. "We had
artistic aspirations of becoming a 'venue
for the arts.' To some extent we've done

The Little Grill is a meeting place for all types of people in
the area "who would've never met in normal social circumthat, but I think we've become more of
a 'forum' for the arts rather that a
'venue,' " says Driver, pointing out that
musicians often sit at the large center
table and collaborate on lyrics or discuss
composition rewrites.
The decor features the work of local
artists. Paintings by friends of the owners adorn the walls, and several artists
rotate their works frequently.
Even the paper placemats on the
tables are unique. "I called the lady at
Spangler Foods and told her to just be
creative," Driver says. More memorable
ones have included a lesson on skiing
and a story about clams that Driver
deems "a classic piece of writing." He
says the regulars always look forward to
new placemats. Now, he's designing one
himself called "Help Bobby Driver Find
His Way Home."
The restaurant's motto, which appears
at the top of the menu, is "Oh What
Foods These Morsels Be," a takeoff on a

stances," says Driver. Many of the regulars like Fred Rhodes
(right) seem more like family than simply near-strangers.

quotation from Shakespeare. Chosen for
its quick satire, "it's an exclamation of
how good the food is," Driver says.
Attempting to label The Grill, Driver
calls it "eclectic — that's a good $10
word. I think it reflects my personality
as well as the gallery of people who
come in here. Sometimes I feel like a
sandwich and sometimes I feel like a
plate special."
Driver describes the ideal night as one
in which "hilarity reigns, nobody gets
hurt and I make a lot of money," and he
says that actually happens about once a
week. "Hilarity is key . . . it's great
when one group cuts up, and the next
thing you know three tables are involved in high jinks."
Although Driver says the restaurant
does "just enough to make out a living
right now," there is little he would
change. "We could turn this into a highvolume restaurant but we'd lose our
friends in the process. We'd be destroy-

ing the character of the place . . . that
basic precept of 'the forum.' The only
thing I would like to be different is to
have it warmer in the winter and cooler
in the summer, add some storage space
and maybe get some real chairs."
For now, Driver cooks, coordinates
entertainment and handles business affairs, while John Eckman, who bought
out Boyer's share of the restaurant in
September, takes care of creative affairs.
Driver intends to stay in the restaurant
business "forever," and it almost seems
as if The Little Grill could last that long
as well. Driver professes, "Unless this
place gets bulldozed, it'll eke out an existence."
\c\
Marlene Childs, a senior communication
major from Richmond, hopes to someday
live in Paris with "a very French guy
named Andre or Pierre" and work for an
international publication. Plan B entails
public relations writing and free-lancing.
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Thomas Jefferson would be happy to know
his favorite apple, the Spitzenburg, is alive
and growing in Elwood Fisher's backyard.
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Fisher originally started growing fruit
Amid apples and pomology
as a hobby, he now grows more than
books, some dating back to
2,000 different kinds of fruit trees,
the 1700s, Elwood Fisher
bushes and vines. Some of the fruits
cuts open and examines a speckled vaon his half-acre date back to 1200
riety with a magnifying glass. Fisher,
A.D.
a biology professor at James Madison
In the surrounding area of RockingUniversity, is identifying apples.
Knowing Fisher can name the varieham County, apple orchards are a
main source of livelihood. From
ty, apple tree owners send him samples of their fruit. "Once," Fisher
commercial orchards to backyard cider
laughs, "all I received was a core with
presses, apples abound.
a note that read: The apple was so
Besides more than 900 types of apgood that I couldn't spare anything
ples, Fisher's orchard features numerbut the core."
ous varieties of other fruits: 200
Because he is abreast of develop- Relaxing in his home near Massanutten Mounpears, 57 cherries, 40 apricots, 30
ments in pomology, the science of tain, Fisher studies books on pomology, the
plums, 15 peaches and six figs. Plus,
fruit and fruit growing, he is able to science of fruit and fruit growing.
he grows blueberries, quinces, alidentify each sample. He looks at the
monds, currants and gooseberries.
apples carefully, hoping he'll be sent a breed that will contribFisher can grow this large selection on such a small amount
ute to his scientific research. He prefers that people contact
of land by grafting many different genetically distinct buds
him, however, before sending apples for identification.
onto a single stock. He tags each bud clearly and uses dwarf esA slighdy wrinkled face, tanned from time spent in the orpaliers, a network of wires and poles, to shape the growth of
chard, stands out against Fisher's gray hair. He wears comfortthe apple trees.
able clothes — stained jeans, boots and a plaid work shirt.
"I've been grafdng since I was 7 years old when my Granddad
His orchard sits behind his house on a hilltop overlooking
Shuman taught me how," Fisher says. "Everyone in this area
the Shenandoah Valley and Massanutten Mountain. Although
of Virginia and West Virginia had large backyard orchards 50
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"There are flowers in the spring, fruits in the fall and snow
covers and accentuates the outline of the espaliers in the win-

ler," says Fisher of his orchard, which contains more than 900
varieties of apples and many other fruits.

ox 60 years ago," he adds.
By multiple grafting, one espaliercd branch might have several different kinds of apples. Dwarfing the understocks keeps
the apples low, easy to pick and uses little space. "Not only is
this system productive, but it gives the trees artistic beauty,"
Fisher says. "There are flowers in the spring, fruits in the fall
and snow covers and accentuates the outline of the espaliers in
the winter."
Although Fisher appreciates the aesthetic beauty, he is more
concerned about germ plasm, the hereditary material of the
germ cells. "If someone doesn't preserve the old varieties, in a
generation or two they'll be gone," he stresses.
Thomas Jefferson would be happy to know that his favorite
apple, the Spitzenburg, is alive and growing in the orchard due
to Fisher's preservation efforts.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture became concerned about
germ plasm when a fungal disease attacked com crops in 1971,
resulting in the near loss of all corn. The germ plasm for corn,
thought to be no longer of use, was almost eliminated. This
left America with only hybrids. Fortunately, total loss of corn
would have never happened, but this experience led to the preservation of germ plasm for many plants.
Because all organisms have varying degrees of susceptibility
to diseases, Fisher keeps track of the variances between fruits.
"For 15 years I've been keeping records of the diseases they
get, or their lack of diseases."

Philip Forsline, a curator and horticulturist with the National Clonal Germ Plasm Repository in Geneva, N.Y., praises
Fisher's work. "He's revived what others thought were lost, he
says. "The information that he compiles on his collection
helps us make decisions on what we ought to save."
Fisher's efforts help the repository's program because a lot
of his varieties have good, usable genes. "He's preserving
things that we might not need for 10 years, but I'm thrilled
that he's doing it because it saves me from a lot of work," Forsline says. The repository's collection totals more than 2,500
apple varieties. America probably has more than 25,000 varieties, most in old, private orchards, he says.
Stepping outside to Fisher's private orchard during the fall
apple season, a rush of a sweet fruit smell, like that of fermented apple cider, intoxicates the air.
Fisher's dedication shows in the perfection of his rows of
trees and the care that he takes walking through them, looking
closely at limbs as he passes. He picks fruit to eat as he goes.
"I eat all day out here," he says as he caresses the roundness of
an apple like a father touches the cheek of his baby. Mercury
vapor lamps similar to streetlights stand up high above the
trees and illuminate the orchard, so Fisher can care for his
fruits after dark.
To protect his orchard, Fisher clears away rotted fruit. "It's
a matter of sanitation. Diseases associated with rotted fruit
may carry over to the next year and affect a whole crop."
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When Fisher was seven years old, his grandfather taught him
how to graft apple tree buds. Fisher uses this knowledge today
in cultivating his almost infinite number of apple types.
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With a good season, he will have a large enough harvest to
make honey, marmalade and preserves to last two years.
"There's enough out here for the birds, the bees and myself,
too," he says. The orchard is open to his neighbors for picking, but they rarely take advantage of it.
"My neighbors enjoy the garden, I think," Fisher says, then
he pauses. "They probably think I'm a little off center, but I
have fun," he says smiling and shrugging his shoulders.
Talking nonstop, he points left then right, not forgetting a
thing in his orchard. "These arejujubies, Chinese dates, like
the name of the candies at the movies," Fisher says, popping
one into his mouth and spitting out the seed.
"Those are tree limbs," he says pointing to a pile of wood
on the ground, "I've kept them because of the pretty knots in
them." To himself, he then says, "I hope to do something
with them one day . . . ."
His pace slows as he leaves the orchard, approaching his Japanese garden. Fisher stops momentarily to point out his rose
garden, featuring 50 varieties. Continuing on, he says, "When
I was in World War II, in the South Seas"and Japan, I developed an interest in Japanese gardens." Leading the way across
rocks and past evergreens representing the spirit of Zen Buddhism, he explains that the garden is meant to be suspenseful
— Japanese style.
Fisher turns left quickly, following the stone path of the garden, proudly noting that the unexpected turn was part of the
suspense he achieved in the layout of his garden. He talks of
his future additions to the garden; a waterfall, more rocks and
plants.
He calls his half-acre of land a "propagation center," a
"living library" for his scientific contributions. "I hope to
come up with varieties worthy of propagation that future generations will enjoy," he says.
Currently, Fisher is finishing a year's sabbatical from JMU.
He's concentrated on germ plasm research, the rediscovery of
old varieties and self-preparation for plant breeding.
Fisher plans to retire in five years, when he's 65, to establish a mail-order business. He hopes to commercially breed and
sell the apples, apricots, medlars and quinces that he now
grows.
A full-size apple tree, the only one on his property, becomes visible upon emerging from the garden. The tree boasts
39 types of apples. Pointing it out with pride, Fisher tries to
explain his devotion and muses, "I can't explain the joy of it
all."
®

Claudia Peters is a senior with majors in communication and
French. After graduation, she will live and work in France until
she misses America. Claudia always eats an apple a day.

Article by Beth Ann Rogers
Photography by Steve Helms
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At the prosperous Brown's Restaurant
in Luray, fortune cookies are just one
offering on the long list of Chinese and
American items on the menu.

Choosing an entree at Brown's
Chinese-American Restaurant
is like choosing a piece of candy from the candy store as a child —
you want one of everything.
The restaurant, located at 34 W. Main
St. in Luray, blends Oriental and American charm, creating an aura of elegant
simplicity. The outside of the building
is unassuming, with the restaurant's
logo lettering reminiscent of the '50s.
Inside, heavy red and gold damask
drapes adorn the windows, colorful
Oriental lanterns and fruit pieces dangle
from the ceiling, thick carpeting covers
the floor and music quietly plays in the
background. Every table has pink and
red flower centerpieces.
Although members of the Chu family
have been in the restaurant business in
the United States for four generations,
part of the family moved to Luray
about 14 years ago. For about a year
before that, they had operated a restaurant in Washington, D.C.
"The big city was nice, but I personally feel that a small community is better to raise a family," says Alan Chu,
the second eldest son, "because there is
too much trouble — drugs, having to

'prove yourself,' tough people — in a
big city. I'm not saying that those
things don't exist here, but not nearly as
much."
Chu recalls when his brothers and sisters moved to the Washington area from
Los Angeles in the early 1970s. On the
first day of school, one of his brothers
came home with a black eye while another had a marijuana cigarette.
Due to the hazards of living in a large
city, Chu and his wife, Sharon, prefer
living in a smaller community such as
Luray, where their two children, Shanda,
17, and Ethan, 8, can attend public
schools with some degree of safety in a
family-oriented community.
"There may not be as much for them
[the children] to do here, but at least we
are able to offer a solid background for
them; as far as that goes, this is a great
place to raise a family," he says.
Chu manages the restaurant with the
aid of his four brothers and two sisters.
Although they have retired from the
business, his parents still help out when
needed. Quick to laugh and easy to talk
with, Chu is a short, dark-skinned
Oriental man who graduated from a private high school in Hong Kong in 1969

before joining his family in this country. He firmly believes in the philosophy of "giving your all — even if you
fail."
"If you give it your all, you can't feel
guilty about failing. If you do the job,
then failing should teach you a lesson."
After seeing a newspaper advertisement about a restaurant for sale, the
family left the Washington business
they shared with another family and relocated to Luray. When the Chus
bought Brown's Restaurant, they kept
the original name since it already was
established in the area.
But the Chus have taken the restaurant away from the image it had before
as just a family restaurant — traveling
businessmen, tourists, couples out for a
romantic evening, die-hard Chinese food
lovers and families make it a point to
visit at least once.
Brown's has earned a name throughout
the Shenandoah Valley for its Cantonese
and Szechuan styles of Chinese food, as
well as its variety of traditional American dishes.
Part of the family's reputation originates from the family's allencompassing business attitude: Be hon-
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est and give the customer all you can in
quantity and quality. The quality part of
this philosophy poses no problems for
most customers, but the quantity part
does.
"Many people complain about the
large portions of food we serve and say
we don't serve enough [variety of] desserts. We don't want the customer to
feel hungry when he leaves, so we serve
large portions — larger than most restaurants," Chu says. "We have kept
some desserts, but we don't really need
them because people are too full from
the meal. That's what we want — for
the customer to be satisfied."
And customers feel satisfied because
of the wide variety of Cantonese and
Szechuan dishes prepared daily by Danny Chu, Alan's older brother who has
been cooking for 14 years, and two other cooks, Kenny Chow and Kok Chun
Lau who are in-laws to the Chu family.
Cantonese describes a basic Chinese
dish, while hot spices mark Szechuan
style dishes. Chinese cuisine differs
from other types of cuisine mainly because of its preparation.
"Variations of Chinese food result
from the different spices used in preparation," Danny Chu says. "There are
many types of Chinese food, such as
Cantonese, Hunan, Mandarin and Szechuan, which are different provinces in
China."
With the traditional types like chow
meins, lo meins and egg foo young covering half of the menu's center list of
entrees, the facing page categorizes other
dishes according to the main meat type.
The traditional dishes range in price
from $4.50 to almost $7, and the meat
dishes cost between $5.50 and $8.25 for
Hunan Shrimp.
A typical Chinese dish consists of
rice, fried rice or egg noodles; beef,
pork, poultry, or seafood; and vegetables
such as carrots, Chinese broccoli, water
chestnuts and bok toy, a cross between
celery and cabbage. Fried rice is left-over
rice that is stir fried with bits of poultry, beef, seafood or vegetables.

"We are known for our Cantonese and
Szechuan foods, but we really will prepare any type of dish for a customer,"
Alan Chu says. "For instance, if a customer asks for Peking Duck, we will
make it. It takes several hours to prepare
such a dish, so we ask the customer to
call the order in early, but we will make
it."
More exotic dishes are offered on the
menu as "special suggestions," such as
Imperial Shrimp which is steamed
'Variations of
Chinese food result
from the different
spices used in
preparation.'
shrimp stuffed with sauteed pork, Virginia ham, water chestnuts and spring
onions, and covered in a creamy sauce
for $8.75. Steak Kew, a more expensive
entree priced at almost $10, is a 12
ounce loin steak covered with mushrooms, snow pea pods, bamboo shoots,
water chesmuts and bok toy. Two often
requested favorites, according to Danny
Chu, are Choung Far Har: jumbo
shrimp split open, stuffed with minced
pork, mushrooms and water chestnuts
sauteed in barbecue sauce, and Rainbow
Beef, a Szechuan dish.
Six or seven variations of traditional
Chinese dishes also are offered — chow
mein, lo mein, egg foo young, chop
suey and moo goo gai pan — which are
casserole-like dishes made with bits of
beef, chicken, chicken liver, lobster,
pork or vegetables and mixed with rice,
soft or hard egg noodles, and covered
with sauce and Oriental spices. These
dishes, ranging from about $4.50 to
$6.75, are especially good for the big
appetite.
Cooked in two powerful gas stoves,
one large and one small, and a 20- to
24-inch wok, the food is steamed or stirfried and is usually ready in five to 10

minutes. "What makes our food so good
is that we cook it very fast — much
faster than a wok used at home — and
our woks are much hotter. That's what
makes Chinese food so good, " Danny
Chu says. "That and our secret spices."
Throughout the years in America, the
Chu family has retained its secret recipes for preparing Chinese dishes, as
well as adding many popular American
dishes to their menu, such as spaghetti,
burgers, steaks and fried chicken. "We
have something for everyone," Alan
Chu boasts.
Along with the wide variety of entrees, appetizers and drinks are available.
Eggrolls, shrimp cocktail and many
types of soups are offered. For those
who cannot decide on one appetizer, try
a Bo Bo Tray (or Poo Poo Tray) which
has fried wontons, shrimp, barbeque
spare ribs and Cho-Cho, steak with teriyaki sauce.
Polynesian drinks, cocktails, after dinner drinks, wine and beer add to the variety of Brown's Restaurant.
"Our Polynesian drinks are very popular — especially the Flaming Volcano
and the Zombie," Chu says, with a
wink and a chuckle. "Of course, there is
a limit of two per person of these drinks
because they are very, very potent."
The Flaming Volcano is a drink for
two, although about five people could
actually drink it. A huge porcelain dish
shaped like a volcano holds seven shots
of liquor mixed with a red punch. The
liquor floats in a moat around the base
of the dish. The volcano does have a
flame — burning 151-proof rum — and
two 18-inch straws for sipping.
Brown's Restaurant attracts customers
from all over the Shenandoah Valley,
and even Northern Virginia, due to its
wide variety of vittles. "We have a local
clientele, 'regulars,' and we catch many
summer tourists . . . people travel even
from the D.C. area to eat here regularly," Chu says.
The months between Memorial Day
and Labor Day are busy and bring in
much of the business, Chu says. Octo-

Brown's serves a variety of both traditional Chinese food and
spicy, Szechuan-style dishes. "Many people complain about
the large portions of food we serve and say we don't serve
bcr also attracts business through tourists traveling through the area to see the
leaves turning in the Shenandoah Valley.
"This region has much to offer tourists as there is Luray Caverns, Endless
Caverns, Petersburg and Charlottesville
-— all located in an area of 50-60 miles.
People leave the shore to see the mountains, especially in the fall when the
leaves turn. . . . During the winter
months, the weekend business is very
important in keeping the restaurant going .. . even with the slow winter
months, our business increases roughly
15 percent annually," says Chu.
The Chu family has been in the restaurant business for a long time —

enough desserts. We don't want the customer to feel hungry
when he leaves, so we serve large portions — larger than most
restaurants," Chu says.

long before they immigrated to the
United States. They have been in the restaurant business in this country since
Chu's great-grandfather immigrated to
L.A. in the 1880s, about four generations.
"My great-grandfather also lived in
L.A. when he came to America about
20 years after my great-greatgrandfather," Chu says. "In 1912, my
grandfather came to America and settled
in L.A. with the family. He went back
to China to marry and returned with his
bride to L.A."
Chu's father immigrated to the United
States in 1952; 10 years later he moved
the business to the Washington, D.C.
area. In 1972, the family joined him on

the East Coast. After a short time in the
Washington area, part of the family relocated to Luray to open Brown's Restaurant, while part of the family remained in Northern Virginia.
Happily settled in Luray, Alan plans
to retire around the age of 50 because he
wants to enjoy those years of leisure and
relaxation before he grows too old to be
able to get around. "Too many people
retire at 60 or 70 and they don't get the
chance to enjoy their retirement. Not
me."
\c\
Beth Ann Rogers, a senior communication major from Annandale, plans to go
into public relations or to travel the
friendly skies as a flight attendant.
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In the heat pf a flaming forge,
local blacksmith John Dlmn
transforms pieces of scrap
metal into intricate art.

Article by Bud Biscardo

by Larry To
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ohn Dunn can do an impressive
I double reverse twist, but he isn't
X-r a diver or a gymnast. He's creative and enjoys expressing himself
through his work.
But he's not an artist in the traditional
sense. Fire, metal, anvils and hammers
all play a part in each workday for John
Dunn, blacksmith.
"It's interesting to see what the metal
does," says the 5-foot-10 Dunn. "There
are different textures and shapes that you
can get starting with just a basic lump
of metal and turning it into something
that makes a statement. It's interesting
to look at — sometimes it almost invites you to touch it."
The black-haired Dunn, a 34-year-old
Nantucket, Mass. native, has lived in
Port Republic since he began
blacksmithing three years ago. Before
that, he owned and captained a fishing
boat in the Chesapeake Bay area for
eight years, then worked in management
for two years with two companies.
Dunn's interest in blacksmithing started while he was working on the boat.
He met some practicing blacksmiths and
visited a shop. "I just thought it was a
fascinating thing, that you could take
iron and make it into something useful," he says.
Three years ago, he and his wife Jane
came to the Shenandoah Valley to visit
her parents. "I fell in love with the
area," Dunn says enthusiastically. "At
the same time, I decided it was a good
opportunity to try blacksmithing for
myself.
"I taught myself," he continues. "I
picked up a book in one hand and a
hammer in the other and went at it the
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hard way. I'm sure I could have learned a
lot quicker if I had apprenticed, but I
came along fairly quickly.You learn by
your mistakes."
He sought a market that would pay
him to learn more about the trade. He
found that market in selling stands,
hooks, and other practical items to local
stores on a wholesale basis.
Dunn set up his work area inside a
barn-like structure, complete with a dirt
floor and tractor, about a mile from his
home. The building's far corner holds
the forge, a four-sided metal tub standing roughly three feet high. A metal,
cylindrical chimney removes smoke and
also increases the fire's heat, which can
reach 3,000 degrees. "There's a wide

range of temperatures you use depending
on what you're making," Dunn says.
To the right of the forge stands a 4foot by 8-foot tool rack holding almost
60 pieces, each about a century old.
Each tool has a special purpose, and
Dunn uses them all at one time or another. But he most frequently uses the
hammer and anvil.
Several feet from the forge, two fluorescent lights hang above the work area.
They look like they belong in a pool
room, but the smoke that blackened
them didn't come from cigarettes.
Dunn does not drink, but a box of
empty beer cans sits on the floor. "I just
melt them down," he explains. The cans
melt at 1,200 degrees, a low temperature

(Opposite page) Dunn "draws out" or
hammers the metal on a 100-pound anvil to make it workable. (Left) Dunn
can estimate the fire's temperature as the
iron changes color. (Bottom) A metal
chimney removes smoke and increases
the fire, which can reach 3000 degrees.

for blacksmithing. Dunn's main purpose
for melting down the cans is to use the
melted substance to form bases for
sculptures.
To start his fires, he uses coal, newspaper and a small amount of wood. After a few minutes, he sprinkles water on
it to make coke, which the coal becomes after the natural gas has burned
out to leave pure carbon. The residue
coke helps ignite new fires.
When the fire reaches hot enough temperatures, Dunn places an iron rod in its
center. Prescription glasses protect
Dunn's blue eyes, so he doesn't need
safety goggles for the job. He wears a
fire-resistant glove that covers his left
hand and forearm. He doesn't need a

glove for his right "hammering" hand,
as only the left touches the iron.
"I need to find a left-handed
blacksmith," Dunn says, his thick
moustache giving way to a smile. "That
way I can trade this right-handed glove.
It's never been used."
While the metal is heating, Dunn
shuts off the overhead lights so he can
see the color changes more clearly. He
can estimate the fire's temperature as the
iron turns from red to orange to yellow.
When the metal reaches yellow, Dunn
removes it with his gloved hand and
places the hot end on a 100-pound anvil.
The next step is "drawing out," or hammering the metal to flatten it and make
it more workable. "You have to know
and visualize ahead of time what you
want each piece to look like," he says.
"You have a very short time to shape.
And you don't want to waste time by
heating the metal any more times than
you have to."
Dunn hammers the hot end of the
metal rod around the anvil's tip to make
a hook. After re-heating, he places the
metal in a vice. With a pair of vice
grips, he performs a double reverse twist
— two turns one way and one the other
way — to give it a decorative look.
Holding the hook, Dunn places the
other end into the flames. After it heats,
he hammers that end so it bends almost
to a 90-degree angle. He drills two holes

in the bent end, and a plant-hanging
hook is bom.
With the right touch and technique,
Dunn goes back to hammer out any or
most marks left by prior hammering.
But he doesn't always want to. Once
thought to signify carelessness or a lack
of skill, hammer marks today show authenticity, as most iron work is done by
machine. Dunn says some customers
want hammer marks.
The blacksmith's job might not sound
difficult, but it is. Like anything else, it
takes practice. "It takes about 10 years
to become a really good blacksmith,"
Dunn says, "to reach a point where you
can handle everything." That includes
the physical demands. Swinging a 12pound hammer all day has a strange side
effect. "You wind up with one arm
that's bigger and more muscular than the
other," he says. He doesn't do anything
to counteract the effect, adding that it
takes years for the size difference to become great.
Summers also take their toll.
"Sometimes they're absolutely miserable," Dunn says. The heat from the
forge, the weather itself and the fact the
work is indoors make things rough.
"It's not unusual for me to drink a gallon of water on a summer afternoon," he
says. "I'd much rather do the bulk of my
work in the fall and spring seasons, but
a lot of times you don't have any
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(Far left) Although marks left by hammering were once considered imperfections, they now signify authenticity hecause most iron work is done by machine. (Left) Dunn's work area is inside
a barn-like structure about a mile from
his home. (Bottom left) Dunn hammers
the hot end of a metal rod around the anvil to form a hook for a plant-hanger.
(Below) Dunn's 4-foot by 8-foot tool
rack holds almost 60 pieces, each about
a century old.
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choice. You have to keep going."
Over the seasons and years, Dunn
hasn't had any major injuries, but minor
ones are common. "I've hit my hand
with a hammer, but you learn not to do
things like that," he says. "Any time
you work around grinders or a welder,
there's a chance of injury. There's always a risk of burning yourself.
"If you're not paying attention and
you grab a hot piece of metal that's a
couple thousand degrees, it's going to
smart a little bit."
All blacksmiths also face a less serious problem, he says. "A blacksmith
never has clean hands."
So far, his dirty work has mainly produced practical items. Dunn has made
thousands of hooks, as well as fireplace
tools, screens, "and on and on," he says.
One of the people who has influenced
Dunn's work is his father-in-law, who is
a blacksmith by hobby. "He has a very
artistic mind," Dunn says. "He can
make metal do what he wants it to do."

Lately, Dunn has been re-shaping
more than just metal. In February, he
became manager of Creative Lighting in
Harrisonburg. "It's a lot of fun and it's a
big challenge," he says. "We're expanding the business. It was just an offer I
couldn't turn down."
The new job offers Dunn the opportunity to become both more selective and
creative as a blacksmith, but he doesn't
plan to give up the work. "I don't believe in jobs becoming everything," he
says. "There are so many other things to
do. I can't see any job satisfying every
need I have. The time [for blacksmithing] will be made."
The works that Dunn is extremely
proud of are his sculptures. "I feel the
greatest sense of accomplishment from
those," he says. "I worked for about one
year and had some interesting things
come out of that. They were timeconsuming, but I really liked them
when I was finished."
His practical, iron items demand atten-

-

tion too, however, and he tries to meet
customers' requests whenever possible.
Individuals who come to him now are
seeking the "country look" in metal
items, he says. Heart-shaped hooks,
lamps, plant hangers and other "knickknack types" are popular. Dunn deals
with lighting stores as well as the stores
that cater to the country taste.
"Blacksmithing is going through
somewhat of a revival right now," he
says. "There are some very good apprenticeships all over the country."
Dunn has an apprentice of his own.
Charles "Bo" Green, Dunn's nephew, is
learning the trade. If he makes
blacksmithing a career, there is good
money to be made. Prices vary from
less than $10 for hooks, which take
only minutes to make, to about
$40,000 for gates, which take roughly
six months to complete.
Dunn knows what he wants to do
with his trade in the future. "I'm working on modern sculptural forms now,"
he says. "Maybe a ballerina dancing on
a little pedestal — that type of thing.
The artistic part is the direction I want
to go into now."
While he works on a dirt floor,
swings a hammer all day and lives with
grimy hands, Dunn doesn't let his working conditions blot out his aspirations
of being an artist. He says he's ready to
"get into galleries, start exhibiting
things. . . . That's the next move." \C\

Bud Biscardo is senior majoring in communication. He hasn't been the same
since UNC lost to Syracuse in the
NCAAs.
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In this time-lapse exposure, Dunn is
caught in action pulling a hot metal rod
from the forge, twisting it and then
striking it with his 12-pound hammer.
Dunn says swinging a hammer all day
has a strange side effect, "You wind up
with one arm that's bigger and more
muscular than the other."

Members of Dominion
Express continue the
bluegrass tradition in the
Valley with their weekly
^-

strumming sessions.

Where the Bluegrass

Article by Will Nash
Photography by Kevin Ropp

Grows

On any Wednesday night, as the busy Harrisonburg
community settles down from a hard day's work, a
cultural phenomenon is being protected in a small,
two-story, wood-frame house on the outskirts of town.
If you listen carefully you may hear, beyond the blaring stereos of James Madison University students, over the continuous hum of traffic on Route 33 and through the plaster walls
of Wilbur Terry's house, the unmistakable sound of pure bluegrass music.
Wilbur Terry, or Two-Gun as he is known, sits in his den
with his long, white beard tucked against his fiddle as he saws
off a tune. He glances to his cousin, Glen Knicely, and smiles
just big enough to expose a plug of chew in the corner of his
mouth.
Knicely, sitting against the wall with his foot propped up,
seems relaxed while he plucks skillfully on the banjo strings.
He returns the smile as he tilts his head to keep his salt-andpepper hair from his eyes.
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Standing just in front of him, Kenny Miller hugs his bass
close as he "adds a little backbone" to the music. The instrument is worn at one point from his belt buckle and the finish
is gone from its neck — both testimony to the amount he
plays. While playing, he looks through his dark-frame glasses
at Cameron Nickels, and stretches his light-brown beard into a
grin; Nickels has gotten so involved in his guitar playing that
his eyes are shut tight, his mouth hangs open and his body is
contorting as he reaches for the cords.
All members of the band Dominion Express, these men are
"keepers of the flame" as the tradition of bluegrass music continues.
Bluegrass originated from a brand of music commonly referred to as "hillbilly," but the preferred term is "old-time."
Old-time music stems from the Appalachian Mountains and
other remote areas from Nova Scotia to East Texas where people made their own string instruments and taught themselves
to play.
In these areas, it was not unusual for family members to be

skilled on at least one instrument. Often, several families got
together and played the old-time music which served a major
role in giving a much-needed sense of community.
Urban America became exposed to old-time music in the
1920s, when people began to come down from the mountains
and off the farms to get jobs in cities, usually in textile factories. And with them they brought their unique form of music.
In 1941, Bill Monroe, the traditionally recognized father of
bluegrass music, started a band called the Blue Grass Boys. Although at this time bluegrass and country music were considered to be one-in-the-same, the two grew apart. The Blue Grass
Boys kept old-time music at its pure form: all string and
acoustic rather than electrical, added with the twangy, highpitched voice of Monroe's lead singing are all trademarks that
became synonymous with what was, by the 1950s, officially
named bluegrass music.
Thirty years later, that same sound is kept alive by bands
such as Dominion Express.
Between songs, Two-Gun reaches for his makeshift spitoon,
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Dominion Express keeps the bluegrass strumming at a gig in
the Bergton Community Center. Pictured from left to right are
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Kenny Miller, Cameron Nickels, Wilbur "Two-Gun" Terry, Al
Kennedy and Glen Knicely.
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an empty Maxwell House coffee can, puts it close to his
mouth, so as not to soil his beard, and spits. As with every
Wednesday night, bluegrass pickers and singers fill the house.
Everyone crowds into the small den to play the music they
love. On this night, a Northern Virginia mandolin player, A1
Kennedy, is present. People as far away as California know of
Two-Gun's house, and a surprise visit from an old friend met
at a jamboree or gig in another county or state is not uncommon.
"If it weren't for Two-Gun there wouldn't be bluegrass music
in Harrisonburg," says houseguest and guitar player Jim Lilly.
"He teaches music free just to get people interested in it. I
don't know what we'd do without Two-Gun," he adds.
Raised in Lacey Springs, in a home where everybody played
music, Two-Gun started playing the fiddle at age 9. When
asked why he started with the fiddle, Two-Gun replies dryly,
"Because that's what I got for Christmas that year."
A feed truck driver during the day, Two-Gun is home by 3
p.m. After a short rest and an early dinner, the lessons begin.
Every night of the week, with the exception of Wednesday and
Saturday, Two-Gun — a master of the fiddle, banjo, mandolin
and other instruments — shares his talents with students in
and around the Harrisonburg area, all of whom might consider
thanking Two-Gun's wife, Elsie Terry, as well as Two-Gun
himself.
"I've tried but I just don't watch T.V. after 'Jeopardy,'" Elsie
says as she leans back on her sofa just a few, thin walls from
the inescapable strumming and singing. She complains of the
music in her home, but often the "intruders" find themselves
treated to Elsie's iced tea, homemade potato chips, pickles,
cakes, cookies or whatever she has on hand.
Elsie explains as she smiles from one side of her mouth,
"There ain't much I can do about it, besides I like it [the music]."
From the next room comes a voice. "What's that one we
used to play? . . . It's only got two chords," says Knicely, the
banjo player. "It goes like this," he says as he picks off a few
chords.
"Oh yeah, I've heard that," Two-Gun replies.
"Well let's play it," Knicely exclaims, and they pick up
slowly on the vaguely familiar tune until it clicks and the music begins to roll like they play that song every night.
A salesman by trade but a musician by preference, Knicely
grew up near his cousin Wilbur Terry, and similarly lived in a
home with a rich tradition of playing bluegrass music.
"I didn't start playing the banjo until 12 years ago," says the
47-year-old musician. "When I was younger I played guitar for
a rock-n-roll band in the '60s, and a soul band in the '70s. We
used to play Wilson Pickett, Otis Redding, Buddy Holly . . .
all the good ones," Knicely says as he strokes his grayspeckled beard.
"My parents played old-time. I don't know what it is about a
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Elsie Terry backs up Two-Gun and the other band members on
their weekly get-togethers Wednesday nights.
kid that makes him want to go the opposite way of his parents, but that's what I did," he says about his musical career,
which has come full circle back to bluegrass where he began.
One thing that can be said for almost any bluegrass player is
that he is not in it for the money. Anyone at Two-Gun's house
will tell you that above all, a bluegrass player must love to
play music and love the music he plays.
Although all the band members set out to have a good time,
Kenny Miller makes sure this goal is achieved. The clown for
the band. Miller, a meat cutter by profession, is quick with a
joke or a funny remark to spark a conversation or make people
laugh.
"Why do married men live longer?" Miller asks between
songs.
"Why?" someone prods him on.
"They don't, it just seems like they do," Miller says with a
laugh.
Miller stands next to his bass and strums as he leads the
group in a song. By 9 p.m., the group totals 12 people playing and singing. Elsie has switched off the television in sheer
frustration, and gone to the kitchen where she can fix some
snacks for the band.
About 9:30, Miller and Nickels peel off their sweaters as the
room heats up from the playing.
Nickels, an English professor at James Madison University
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since 1971, became interested in music as a child in Kansas
where he learned to play the harmonica. In high school he
learned to play the guitar. By the time he was in graduate
school, he was giving music lessons to earn extra money.
Influenced by the folk craze in the 1960s, Nickels turned to
the more traditional music of bluegrass.
A man who takes his musical abilities in stride, Nickels
says, "I don't know what to say when people come to me and
say, 'You guys really sound good.' I don't really want to believe them, because if I do, I might stop trying as hard to get
better."
During a break, the Maxwell House can has become a community spitoon as Two-Gun passes tobacco around. Everyone
finds his can of Old Milwaukee or gets a cold one.
Nickels, commenting on the music, exclaims, "Phew!
That's hot," then tilts back his can of cold beer.
"Yeah, that's what you call 'gettin' it,'" Two-Gun replies as
he sets his fiddle down for a break.
While on break, the band members talk about their upcoming trip to Bergton, where they can play to a live, bluegrass
audience.
On one such Saturday night, the band loads its equipment
into the back of Miller's van and heads to the place where they
can play their music to a crowd of true mountain people who
can appreciate the old-time sound.
The 45-minute drive to the little town of Bergton, tucked
away in the Shenandoah Mountain foothills in the northwestern comer of Rockingham County, leaves you two miles from
the West Virginia border. Bergton, as the band members will
tell you, is one of the last places in Virginia that true mountain people can be found enjoying bluegrass music the way
their ancestors did.
On the way there, the group talks over what they will play
this night.
"What are we going to do this time?" Nickels asks Miller as
he adjusts his wire-frame glasses on his small, round face.
"Hell I don't know. I'm drivin', you decide," Miller says with
a chuckle.
"We'll do 'Honkey Tonk,' and we'll probably have to do
'Orange Blossom Special' for Al. Right Al?"
A1 Kennedy, an extra brought along to play the mandolin,
replies, "Sounds good to me," as he looks out the van window
at the mountain-rock walls only a few feet from the road.
"Man, they really carved this road out of the mountain."
Just before arriving in Bergton, the van passes a large, welllighted chicken coop. The poultry industry employs a large
number of the Bergton people.
"When I first passed that [coop], I thought it was some kind
of hotel, with all those lights and windows," Nickels says.
"Yeah, you can really pick up some 'chicks' there," Miller
says with a laugh.
"Probably turn out to be a real turkey," Nickels replies, and
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the laughter spreads.
Two-Gun recovers from laughing and announces, "It's a fowl
place anyway."
The band arrives at the old wood-frame school house turned
into a community center in Bergton. They hop out and begin
to unload their equipment.
Standing at the back door to greet them is Hays Whetzel, a
Bergtonite who has been bringing bands to the town every Saturday night for the past 10 years. A happy-go-lucky, friendly
man, Whetzel treats the band members like guests. With the
help of his wife, he gets the coffee ready, bakes cakes —
which are paid for on the honor system — and fires up the potbellied stove that sits against the wall on the hardwood floor.
"How've ya been, Two-Gun?" Whetzel asks with a friendly
mountain smile that could make anyone feel welcome.
"Happy," Two-Gun answers as he carries in an armful of
band equipment.
Inside the center, the old gymnasium for the school built in
1880, some Bergton locals sit on an assortment of benches,
church pews and old sofas and chairs donated by townspeople.
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(Opposite top) Two-Gun saws on the fiddle while Nickels and
Miller pluck on the guitar and bass respectively. (Bottom) Al
Kennedy and Glen Knicely add to the sound of Dominion Express playing the mandolin and banjo. (Above) Bergton locals
two-step to the rolling blugrass music of the band on a Saturday night.
A band coming from out-of-town is big news and Whetzel expects as many as 75 people over the course of the night.
"Let's get in and tear down the mailboxes," Miller says as he
hauls his bass through the doors.
Painted dark green and light green, the concert room still
serves as a basketball court, which explains the plywood
boards covering the windows to protect them from the basketball. With the exception of the electric lights, the only sign of
modern technology is an out-of-place Dr. Pepper machine in
the corner of the bleak room.
The audience sits relaxed, almost expressionless, as the band
sets up and begins to play. As the music starts there is little
new movement, except the tapping of a few feet. Without
warning, an elderly man leaps from his pew, and with his
hands behind his back begins stamping on the hardwood floor
as if to snuff out spot fires.
"That's called the flatfoot," Whetzel explains as he tilts his
baseball cap up with his thumb. "We also do the shuffle, the
two-step, clog or just get up and move your feet. It all works
here."

It's not long before the flatfooter is accompanied by two
small boys with their version of the dance. Before long, the
floor is full and vibrating under the weight of flatfooters, doggers, two-steppers and shuffle experts.
No smoking or alcoholic beverages are permitted in the center, so the band takes its breaks in the van. There they loosen
up between sets with a couple bottles of Mad Dog, some
Johnny Walker and a bottle of peach wine.
At midnight, the band does a verse of "Home Sweet Home."
Then everyone knows it's time to go.
On the way home, Nickels discusses titles for songs he
plans to write.
"My best title is 'The Last Time I Said I Loved You I Still
Did,'" Nickels says with a laugh.
"You haven't written that yet?" Miller exclaims.
"No, I'm trying to find a way to make a million on the
title," he replies.
"How about 'If You Ever Need A Dime Just Give Me a
Call,'" Two-Gun says in his best deadpan.
"That's good too," Nickels replies.
The ride goes quickly, and by 1 a.m. the group is back in
Harrisonburg.
Although the trips to Bergton give the band members a
chance to play real mountain music to genuine mountain people, the Wednesday night sessions at Two-Gun's house are
what keep the group together.
"Bluegrass music will always be around," Nickels explains
as he sits at Two-Gun's house near the end of a Wednesday gettogether. "As long as there is a place like this where we
[bluegrass players] can meet to play," he says as he opens his
arms and looks around the room.
After four hours at Two-Gun's house, the band has evolved
into playing gospel music, as Elsie watches with a smile from
the kitchen threshold. They play a verse of "Will the Circle be
Unbroken." Neighbors who do not play have come by to listen. Empty Old Milwaukee cans lay scattered about the house,
and cigarette smoke floats lazily in the air.
The band eases gently into a verse of "Amazing Grace," and
the crowd joins in. Suddenly, the instruments are quiet, and
what had been a rousing song has turned into an acappella
chorus with as many as 15 people singing along. The song
ends, and for a few seconds, nothing can be heard but the distant hum of the highway in the night.
The silence is broken with a slap on the knee as a player
stands and proclaims, "I reckon that's a night for me," and
everyone agrees.
\C\

Will Nash, a senior, the proud son of a hard-working house
painter from Manassas, would someday like to write for a maga-
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Judge

Although he spends many long
days in the courtroom, John Paul
says he enjoys his job because he's
'really interested in people.'

Article by Maria Osborn

Photography by Kevin Ropp
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Paul's third-floor office is conveniently located adjoining the
courtroom, where he spends the majority of his time.
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Tediously laboring over equipment for a physics experiment
was not John Paul's idea of fun.
But when he entered graduate school at
the University of Virginia in 1960, he
found himself doing just that.
Thinking back, Paul says, "I think I
was fairly apt at the job, fairly good at
being a physicist." However, it didn't
take long for him to realize that wasn't
what he wanted to do for the rest of his
life.
"I realized it when I was spending my
time in a research laboratory ... attempting to determine whether or not
the charges on a proton and an electron
were equal and opposite or whether they
weren't," he says.
With an amused look on his face, he
tells how he and his research group
spent a year trying to determine the answer. Every night, starting at 8 and go-

I think of all the judging assignments you could have, this
one's probably the least likely to get old because of the nature
ing until wee hours in the morning,
Paul worked in the laboratory.
"And guess what, at the end of the
year, we had come to the conclusion
they [protons and electrons] were equal
and opposite," he says sarcastically.
"We had established what everybody
thought was true."
That's when Paul started to reconsider
his life aspirations. And somehow, the
legal profession appealed to him more
than ever before. The hard work involved with physics did not play into
his decision to go to law school.
"I don't mind working hard. ... I just
found that I was really interested in people," says the 48-year-old judge of the
Rockingham General District Court.
That interest, along with his involvement in the civil rights movement at
the lime, swayed him into enrolling in
law school at Washington & Lee Uni-

of the work," Paul says, explaining why he doesn't get bored
at the general district court.

versity, where he earned his law degree.
Paul had completed his undergraduate degree at W&L a few years earlier.
Ever since the day he entered law
school, Paul has applied himself to the
law profession. He started out as a lawyer, and now he reports to the courthouse in Downtown Harrisonburg every
day to hear civil cases and preliminary
criminal trials. His grayed hair and deepset brown eyes greet every individual
who is called before the court. As he listens intently to lawyers arguing a case,
Judge Paul often leans his chin on his
hand and calmly interjects questions.
Seeing the even-tempered judge now,
in his casual tweed jacket, making orderly judgments, no one would ever know
he once dreamed of an occupation in
science. His serious attitude and his language reflect his dedication to law.
Reeling off lawbook definitions, Paul

says he looks for a "preponderance of
evidence" in civil cases and proof that a
defendant is "guilty beyond a reasonable
doubt" in criminal cases.
"That's the way lawyers and judges
think," he says. "We're trained to think
in terms of this type of jargon I'm spatting out."
Despite his outwardly calm approach
to his job duties, Paul says judging can
be an extremely frustrating occupation.
Some days, "You look at a person and
think 'I strongly suspect the little turkey
is guilty, but I don't believe it's been
proven beyond a reasonable doubt,' so
you have to dismiss the case," Paul
says.
"That's the way it works. ... On the
other hand, you might think, 'Gosh, the
evidence is overwhelming against this
person, but there's something about
them or the way the whole case was pre-

sented that leads me to think they may
be innocent.' And therefore, I have a reasonable doubt in my mind. I think I'll
dismiss the charge."
Sometimes, after he already has made
a judgment, Paul finds out additional information on cases — information that
would change his ruling. For civil cases, he schedules another hearing. In preliminary criminal cases, however, he
cannot do anything if he found the defendant not guilty.
Still, he tries not to let that situation
bother him. "You figure that either the
criminal will reform and never come
back to the court, or we'll get him
again. Either way, it's OK."
Many of the same people come before
the court time after time "because people who are criminals continue in that
type of work," Paul says. He often
makes decisions to send people to rehabilitation services for substance abuse or
mental handicaps. "And then, guess
what, there are certain victims that don't
seem to identify [with any service].
They're just criminals," he says.
"If there were magic wands that you
could get and wave them at people to
make them stop [committing crimes],
that would be nice." But since no such
wands exist, Paul is forced to repeatedly
send the same people to jail. "It's almost like they're perverse — like they
want to come to court and they want
to go to jail.
"In fact, I'm convinced that quite a few
who don't seem to be happy in real life
prefer the institution. . . . They won't
admit to it, but they will go out and
commit the dumbest crimes so that they
will go back into the institution. I find
it frustrating, but it's a reality."
As frustrated as he gets at seeing people ruining their lives, Paul has learned
a lot about himself through his job. "I
used to drink very heavily," he says, "I
stopped. I could see what it was doing
to me and I could also see what it was
doing to other people." He stopped
drinking about seven years ago.
Although his job makes him think
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about issues like alcohol abuse on a daily basis, he tries not to let his job affect
his personal life. During the seven-anda-half minute walk (he has it timed because he only drives when he needs the
car during the day) between Court
Square and his Shenandoah Avenue
home, he says he usually forgets about
the day's cases.
Waiting for him at home is his family, including his wife Debbie. The oldest of his five children is the only one
not at home. A recent graduate of Randolph-Macon Woman's College, 21-

'I like to do things
with my hands,
like gardening,
raising animals.'

year-old Penny works with computers at
an interior design company in New
York City.
Another family member who will be
leaving the house soon is Paul's son
Abe, a senior at Harrisonburg High
School, who is hoping to attend the
U.S. Naval Academy this fall. Like his
father at that age, Abe is interested in
science and math.
The rest of the family includes ninthgrader Tom Jay, sixth-grader John and
11-month-old Virginia Shenandoah.
His two oldest sons were named after
Abraham Lincoln and Thomas Jefferson
respectively. "I admire those two men,"
Paul explains.
Of course, his youngest daughter was
named for the area, but Paul calls her
"Bumble," because "she's a little bumble of joy instead of a little bundle of
joy."
At home, Paul occupies his time with
several hobbies. "I like to do things
with my hands, like gardening, raising
animals," he says. Within the last year,
he moved from the country to his home
in the city, but the new location does

not keep him from the outdoor activities
he enjoys. His mother lives on a family
farm near Ottobine, where Paul keeps a
vegetable garden and visits often.
Paul also tries his hand at mechanics
once in a while. "I'm into a lot of
things, like fixing up automobiles,
trucks."
His latest project involves carpentry
and construction. "I like to build my
own cabinets. . . . Right now, I'm involved in the project of fixing up the
house that I'm living in and fixing up
the house we've moved out of in order
to sell," he says.
"I enjoy learning about things. I enjoy
learning about plumbing and electricity,
electrical wiring, as well as carpentry
work."
All these hobbies provide a getaway
from the long hours of judging at the
courthouse. It's not unusual for court to
be in session from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
without a break. Paul endures those days
with no coffee or lunch break.
"You could take a break, but it just
means you're going to delay a lot of
other cases and other people, so we just
go at it until it's finished," Paul says as
he sips coffee in the late afternoon, after
a long day in court. His metabolism has
adjusted to the courtroom hours so he
doesn't suffer hunger pangs before the
cases are finished.
Paul, who has been a judge here for
16 years, didn't go straight from being a
law student to the judgeship. He had a
break, during which he served in the
army for three years and maintained a
law practice in the area for five years. In
the army, Paul served in Vietnam for a
year. During the war, he was an infantry
platoon leader, a lieutenant and, eventually, a captain.
Although Paul does not like to talk
about Vietnam, his mother says his experiences with battles started early in
life. Jane Paul says the judge's father
was active in World War I and told the
child many stories about battles in
which his father fought. Paul's parents
bought him a set of about 100 tiny lead
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soldiers with which to play.
"As a very little boy, ... he would
get down on the floor and go through
battles that his father told him about,"
Paul's mother says. Paul took his father's stories and devised new tactics in
his play battles. He played this way for
hours at a time and in each battle, he
found a way to make his side win. "It
was just remarkable," she says.
Paul always has engaged in thoughtprovoking activities, his mother says.
He read a lot as a child and developed
strong skills in the game of chess. He
didn't play many sports in high school.
"He didn't grow until he was a junior in

high school," his mother explains. "We
thought he was going to be short" before he shot up to his current 6-foot-1
height. Now, he's making up for lost
time on the basketball court. He plays
with a team of Harrisonburg businessmen every week in the spring.
Paul's family did not always live in
Harrisonburg. His father was a native of
the area, but he was working as chief of
personnel for the Panama Canal Zone
when Paul and his older brother, Seymour, were bom. They lived in Panama
until Paul was 12 years old, when they
moved back to Harrisonburg.
Life in Panama was much different
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from life in the Shenandoah Valley,
Paul's mother says. "When both of my
boys were babies, it was very luxurious
living there because we had so much
help." Living in a large house on a hill
overlooking the canal, the Pauls had a
cook, a laundrywoman, a yardkceper and
a nurse for the children. "It was a delightful life down there," she says.
When her husband retired and persuaded
the family to move back to his hometown of Harrisonburg, it was a
"tremendous transition," she says.
But since it had to be done, the family
adjusted, and Paul says now that he has
no desire to live anywhere else. After
about 20 years in the law profession
here, he has settled into the local lifestyle and atmosphere.
Although Paul might not have
thought about it when he chose to go
into law at age 22, judging runs in his
blood. His spunky, 80-year-old mother
jokes about the profession. "My father
was a judge," she says, "my grandfather
was a judge, my son is a judge and my
brother-in-law is a judge. And I don't
know a thing about law."
When he first became a judge, Paul
worked at the courthouse only part time
and continued his law practice. But a
few years later, the court system was
changed and he had to give up his practice for full-time work at the courthouse. "Sometimes, I miss practicing
law very much," Paul says. "It's creative
work."
However, Paul says his 16 years of
judging have not been boring. "I think
of all the types of judging assignments
you could have, this one's probably the
least likely to get old because of the nature of the work. You have many, many
different people in front of you every
day, with different problems and different cases. ... If you enjoy people, you
get that benefit."
{c\
With her ultimate goal in life as maintaining happiness, senior Maria Osborn
can't wait to tour Europe in June and take
on an internship at the Virginia-Pilot
and Norfolk Ledger-Star upon her return.
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Spooks and specters haunt the
Valley, at least in these tales
told by area residents.

Whether one swears by a legend or prefers to remain
skeptical, the whispered account of an opaque apparition materializing by the barn with his head tucked
under his right arm commands the attention of all within earshot. If it is then
followed by the chilling story of how a
farmhand was decapitated in a freak
plowing accident years ago, a ghost story is born. And it is a legend that will
become a part of that town's heritage.
Folklore and legends play a part in the
history of towns, counties and states
throughout the country and all over the
world. Passed on from generation to
generation with no mention of author or
original teller, these tales appeal to the
masses.
The Shenandoah Valley harbors a vast
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collection of mysterious tales — ghost
stories — concerning the existence of
various spooks, shades, specters and apparitions. Ghosts are disembodied spirits, and the term is applied to the human soul after death. They are not to be
confused with ghouls — the demonic
bodies that feed on corpses and young
children. Ghouls hang around graveyards
as a general rule; ghosts can be found
anywhere.
Most Valley ghosts remain to haunt
areas where some type of injustice or
unspeakable deed led to the death of
their mortal bodies. They remain as a
memory of the incident — to remind
those who try in vain to forget. These
apparitions are not unlike people; some
might be pitied, some feared, others tolerated. The spooks frighten humans be-

cause of their relation to death.
Accounts of these mysterious phantoms take on numerous forms. They
linger and lurk in areas or homes that
were familiar to them as mortals, or
wander and search for people or items
lost during their mortal lives. During
these ghostly missions, they often are
discovered by humans. Once the initial
shrieking and screaming subsides and
the mortal has time to regain composure, perhaps with the aid of a snifter or
two of brandy, the evolution of the
ghost story begins.
For all believers and non-believers,
what follows are accounts of some of
the Valley's most mysterious and debatable ghost stories. The judging of their
credibility is left entirely to the reader's
imagination.
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Occasionally a ghost story will disappear or fade away with years. Perhaps
the spirit decides that justice has been
upheld and moves on to the hereafter
with a peaceful soul, or it achieves such
an evil reputation that fearing people
cease mentioning it. Other times, the
stories just stop being told. Such is the
case with the following two tales.
Found in the annals of Page County and
Luray folklore collections, it seems the
telling of these stories was discontinued— the only way known to truly
kill a ghost.
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When the Shenandoah Valley Railroad
was initially built through Page County
in 1881, land was bought from a
wealthy farmer for construction of the
line. The railroad would run from Hagerstown, Md., to Waynesboro, known
as Basic in those days. The farmer's
pride and joy was his pure white stallion. One day a train heading in the direction of Basic struck and killed the
beautiful horse, depressing its owner
greatly. Shortly thereafter, the farmer
passed away. Since then, on the anniversary of the death of the stallion, the
ghosts of horse and master can be seen
riding on those tracks.
Jim Davis, whose family settled in
the Luray area in the mid-18th century,
is a railroad buff on the side. He never
has heard the tale of the white stallion.
There are no original Shenandoah
Valley railroads left in Luray," he says.
Both stations have been rebuilt since the
turn of the century, and are now under
different directorships than in the 1800s.
It appears the ghost ceased haunting the
railway once the Shenandoah Valley
Railroad severed ties with the track.
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Down on Route 60, between Lexington and Dark Hollow, stands a house
constructed of huge black logs insulated
with white clay. The house is known
for its tall stone chimney, so poorly
constructed that it sways with the wind,
yet strangely never falls. Many years
ago an eccentric gentleman owned the
house and had a small zoo, containing a
monkey and other animals. It was rumored that the owner also kept a still
for making liquor, and sometimes host-
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ed raucous parties. During one of these
festive events, the owner began arguing
with a guest, and subsequently shot the
man three times with a pistol.
Since then, about once a year, three
gun shots can be heard, each accompanied by the flash of discharged gunpowder appearing out of nowhere. The shots
always occur around 9 p.m. in front of
the fireplace in the master bedroom.
This might be an example of the old adage, "and if it happened again a year
from now, I'd handle it the same way."
Kathleen Black remembers hearing the
shots when she lived in the house as a

young girl. "I never did believe in
ghosts," she says. "But I did hear these
noises. I've heard shots and people talking."
Members of Black's family lived in
the house from the time her grandfather
bought it in the 1930s up until her father, Harvey Muterspaw, died in 1971.
Black still enjoys driving by to look at
it. "Daddy used to tell me it was a little
spook," she says, thinking back to her
childhood and the mystery of the shots.
"But I just don't know." If it wasn't the
dueling specters, then who was firing
those shots every year?
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At 537 Layman Ave. in Harrisonburg
stands a beige, box-like, unassuming
house, which local legend insists is
haunted. The house once was used as
servants' quarters during the Civil War,
and now frequently is rented by James
Madison University students.
A spiritual encounter, during which a
medium tries to contact spirits that may
or may not exist, was conducted in 1978
after the home's owners had grown tired
of the constant patter of mysterious
footsteps in the dwelling and curious
about their source. During the encounter, a male voice with a thick German
accent introduced himself to the group as
Max. He told the group his spirit remained at his former home to protect it
from the greedy clutches of his sister's
ghost.
Years earlier, Max's sister had tried to
doctor the information in his last will
and testament, so that the house would
become her property following his
death. Max realized her evil intentions,
but claimed he was too weak with illness to prevent her maneuvers. Max's
specter remains on Layman Avenue protecting his home, and he usually is heard
walking around upstairs.
Leanne Wehrmeister, who has lived in
the house since September 1986, had
never heard of any of the strange tales
about the house she shares with three
others. However, she recalls hearing
noises outside her bedroom door in the
upstairs hallway one night. "I heard
footsteps outside the door, and I called
out," the JMU student says. She called
again and found it strange that no one
answered.
Wehrmeister believes it must have
been one of her roommates, or possibly
their pet cat. "We've never heard anything" about Max's presumed presence,
she says. But after hearing the story, she
was willing to admit that she is now
"spooked" by the story of the ghost of
Layman Avenue.
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Prior to the Civil War, a slave and his
master were hunting in the hills of Luray. The master spotted a bear and took
off into the woods after the beast. Day
turned into night, and the master never
returned. The slave searched with a lantern that evening and each night that followed, yet he never found his master.
The slave died, but his soul continues to

n
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These people like
their ghosts. I doubt
they'd deny them.'
search, as evidenced by the lantern light
that can be seen shining in the foothills
of Luray on clear nights.
Davis never heard the legend of this
unfortunate slave's fruitless search. He
finds the legend unlikely, because there
weren't many slave owners living in the
Luray area during the 1800s.
"Up here a big slaveholder might have
had 25 slaves, at the most," he said,
mentioning that his great-greatgrandfather had owned three slaves.
Just as in the story about the white
stallion, Page County seems to be losing its ghosts. Either that, or story telling has fallen out of favor. Whatever the
reason might be, these ghosts remain
relatively unknown and unnoticed to the
people of the area. It is the classic example of where hushed tones and skeletons kept locked in the closet actually
ran a spirit out of town.
Brenda Beahm, head of the Luray Heritage Society, does not know how this
could have happened. "These people like
their ghosts," she says. "I doubt they'd
deny them."
If the people of Luray did like their
ghosts, it seems that fear and superstition may have caused people to like the
spirits to death — or at least out of earshot.
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The Selma House in Staunton was
constructed by Col. H.L. Opie of the
Confederate Army in 1856. Pillars adom
the front of Selma, a stately white mansion, and a brook runs through the perfectly manicured grounds.
During the Civil War, a mother
whose son was a soldier in the Confederate Army visited the Opie family. The
son was on his way to Selma to see his
mother when a Yankee soldier began
pursuing him. The Yankee chased the
young man through the halls of Selma,
finally killing him by the dining room
mantel. Rumor has it that his blood
stains remain on the floor, and his spirit
has been sighted, dressed in the gray of
the Confederacy, patrolling Selma. He
most often was seen on the back staircase and in the room where his mother

had stayed.
Claudette Obenschain lives at Selma
with her husband Richard and their two
children. Members of her family have
lived at Selma since 1927. She does not
believe in ghosts or the stories about
Selma. "Old houses, they creak and
crack a lot, and then these stories come
about," she says in an attempt to explain the legend.
She does tell the story of a woman
from the North who visited Selma in
the mid-1960s. The woman was sleeping in the same room the soldier's
mother had occupied. It seems that she
fell out of bed in the middle of the
night, and after hearing the tale of the
Confederate spirit, became convinced he
was the cause of her tumble.
In 1981, David McKnight brought a
psychology class he was teaching at
Blue Ridge Community College to Selma for an observation. The class, which
studied the psychology of psychic phenomena, contacted a medium, and the

so that his soul could be free. Following the command, the group felt a tremendous energy surge, which gave way
to a feeling of cold and emptiness. The
grandfather clock then struck midnight,
adding an exclamation point to the evening's events.
"The soul was truly gone," Atwater
says, adding that the spirit must have
used the clock as a way of thanking the
group for its help. Since that night, no
ghost sightings have been reported at
Selma.
And the blood stains on the floor?
"The floors have been refinished many
times since then" and the stains are
gone, Obcnschain says reassuringly. But
as for the spirit, does anyone know for
sure?
T1S1M OMMOT
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group was allowed to explore the rooms
of Selma. After examining the room,
most observers felt the spirit did exist.
P.M.H. Atwater, the medium, describes the activities of her profession as
"assisting and helping souls on the other side continue in their evolution." She
began perfecting her "rescue work" when
she lived in Idaho, where she grew up,
and has continued working on various
assignments since moving to Virginia.
She recalls seeing the ghost at Selma
while exploring the attic. "I visually
saw an energy mass that was dissipating. A mass with a lot of holes that
seemed to be threading and falling
apart," she says. "It was a young man
that had refused to leave the residence after his death — sort of a prisoner of the
house."
During the spiritual encounter, called
a "rescue mission" by Atwater, the medium felt the soul fighting against the
group's efforts. This forced Atwater to
order the spirit to "get into the light,"

The Bellgrove Inn located in Middletown is said to have been designed by
Thomas Jefferson for his friend, Isaac
Hite Jr., and the structure was completed
with native sandstone in 1783.
Since its completion, Bellgrove has
seen many owners and visitors, including one Benjamin Coolie, owner of the
property during the Civil War. Coolie
employed a free, black woman, Harriet
Robinson, as his cook. Robinson swore
that if Coolie ever was to take a wife,
the new mistress' life at Bellgrove
would be a short one. Eventually, Coolie married, and his bride moved to Bellgrove.
One morning, Hettie Coolie went to
the basement with instructions for the
cook and didn't return. Her body was
found, partially burned, in a locked
smokehouse on the grounds.
Robinson was arrested for murdering
Hettie Coolie with an axe and dragging
her body to the smokehouse where she
burned. Others claimed Hettie suffered
an epileptic seizure while slicing up a
slab of bacon in the smokehouse, and
she fell into an oven. Robinson was defended in court by Thomas Byrd, the

great-great-great-grandfather of Sen. Harry Byrd Jr., who invoked an obscure
point of law saying that a pregnant
woman in Virginia could not be sentenced prior to giving birth. Robinson
was incarcerated to wait for the date of
birth, but before it arrived. Union forces
marching through town freed her from
prison and the woman disappeared.
In the time since, the spirit of Hettie
Coolie has been regularly spotted near
the Bellgrove basement fireplace and on
a path leading to the smokehouse.
Today, Bellgrove is owned by the National Trust for Historic Preservation
and is open to the public on weekdays
as a museum. Michael Gore has been
Bcllgrove's director for the past 10 years
and does not believe the stories. "I certainly cannot confirm them," he says.
"It's hard to have a house such as Bellgrove, so large and well known, because
generally the people in town will tell
ghost stories about it."
This might be true, yet as long as the
people of Middletown keep passing
along the Civil War story of the Bellgrove love triangle that ended in
bloodshed and mystery, the ghost of
Hettie Coolie will continue to exist.
Ghost stories and tales of the dead;
spirits and phantoms; legends and lore
— all comprise a portion of the heritage
of the Shenandoah Valley.
The believability of such haunting reports lies in the proficiency of the teller
and the imagination of the listener. Valley residents who have experienced such
supernatural occurrences need no further
proof. But some can only listen and
wonder.
An occasional chill passing through
the bones or unexplained flashes of light
might take on additional meaning as
well. Such is the value and consequence
of an old-fashioned, teeth-chattering
Shenandoah Valley ghost story.
[£]
Chris Dupuy is a senior communication
major from Morristown, N.J. Following
graduation, he will work for Merrill Lynch
while pondering the subject of his first
novel.
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Photography by Steve Helms

Striking

a

Harmony

Like a composer expresses himself
through music, sculptor David
Breeden carves his emotions
out of native Virginia soapstone.

Only a truly talented artist can mix art forms.
To David Breeden, his work and his life show the
same traits as the classical music playing in the
background.
"It doesn't have the hard-hitting crescendos that hard rock
does, but it lets you come back down and have a rest," he says.
"I can't stay at that pitch, and it's the same with working."
For the past 14 years, Breeden, a modern sculptor, has
worked to forge his ideas from the native Virginia soapstone
he finds in a Nelson County quarry. He lets his emotions dictate how he sculpts.
"I think it keeps me sane," Breeden says. "It's a total release.
It's a physical and spiritual release as well as an emotional release."
David and Elizabeth Breeden sit at a wooden table butted
against the study's bay window. Original paintings and prints
cram the walls of the study while sculptures rest on every open
level. Music on the radio filters into the relatively few breaks
in the conversation.
To David Breeden, life needs little else besides his family,
his work and his home outside Charlottesville. For him, getting to the office in the morning simply means stepping out
the door. The sculptor's studio spills out from the old three-car
garage into the back and side yards. Cars haven't seen the in(Opposite page) Breeden uses a 25-pound electric chisel to
carve the stone, which includes a heavy concentration of talcum. Soapstone weighs roughly 180 pounds per cubic foot.
(Right) Breeden s largest sculpture, "Family," now sits outside
the juvenile courthouse in Downtown Charlottesville.
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Besides the traditional hammer and chisel, Breeden uses electric
tools to sculpt the soapstone. His studio, a converted three-car
garage, adjoins his Charlottesville home.
side of the garage for years.
"Art is just an expression of how you feel and an interpretation of what you see," he says. But Breeden knows his interpretations ahead of schedule — at least 70 percent of the time.
"I can visualize what it [a sculpture] will be in my mind," he
says. Although he's been inside for almost an hour, a tan
Members Only coat covers all but the neckline of a turquoise
sweater. A flowered purple scarf circles his neck.
"I know he doesn't know where he's going when he starts,"
his wife Elizabeth says. She is a tall woman, with each expression carefully chosen and distinct. Well-worn denim overalls accent her height while a red-and-white patterned cardigan
sweater hangs open. The dry, softly sarcastic comments she
bounces off her husband reflect her strong, sharp features.
His wife offers an insight to her husband's mind. "If he has a
square to fill, he starts from the comer and works his way to
the center," says Elizabeth, 39, a former elementary school
teacher.
"Sometimes I have to work on a thing that is less intense
for me than a large part of my life is," says Breeden, sipping
his second cup of coffee of the afternoon.
"You just get really tired. You just get drained. It's bad not
only for yourself, but for the people around you."
Breeden illustrates that intensity by sculpting with strong,
vertical lines, creating pieces that often resemble totem poles.
Most works show elongated features, a style he picked up
while in southern Africa in the late 1960s. Dr. Tom Larson,
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an anthropologist studying the Hombuchusu tribe in Botswana, invited Breeden to join the tour. As part of the National
Geographic grant, Breeden lived with the tribe for six months
and then hitchhiked across the continent to Kenya.
"It has been said many times art is a non-verbal expression,"
he says. "I take this literally — that it is an expression that
cannot be put into words."
Breeden's pieces do not focus on realistic detail but, with
names like "Tutorial" and "Martyrs," they concentrate on concepts. "Abstract pieces for me are more thought-provoking.
They allow the person viewing them more input," he says.
"They allow the person to be able to be more a part of the art
because you have to use your imagination, and your ideas and
your experiences to get feelings back from the pieces."
A finished piece stands in a thin layer of mud. Breeden and
his workers plan to take the work over to the Unitarian church
located near the University of Virginia. The faces on the sculpture are smooth, but deep crevices don't hide the rough track
lines of the electric chisel.
He runs his hands across the sculpture. Viewers need to
touch the pieces to feel the differing texture of the soapstone.
"It's like life. You have rough times and smooth times and
times that are really good," the 49-year-old Breeden says. "And
then times, you get a definite down. ... I think that's the
thing I like in a piece."
In the past few years, Breeden has made some changes with
his sculpting so the stone can better express his views. He's
moved away from doing what "people want and what tends to
sell." Now, the stone and its texture simply reflect his attitudes.
"When they ask me what a piece means I am embarrassed because it is too personal, and I am unable to put it into words
even though sometimes I want to explain 'what it means,' "
Breeden says, "and so it goes — the searching, the desire, the
disappointments, the need to explain, to understand more, 'to
get there' and never quite making it."
And to Breeden, his works simply express the phases of life.
"The bad things are unfortunately as important as the good
things. That's probably why a lot of us probably aren't wigged
out on drugs," he says. "You don't have any balance.
"That's no fun. The fun part is being able to come back from
the rough parts. I think that's the same way I view my sculpture."
Breeden's world keeps him in touch with the "rough parts."
A rambling, winding country road leads the way just south of
Charlottesville. A yellow mailbox marks the left turn off

Route 1. An airy forest shelters the half-mile gravel road curving its way back to Biscuit Run, the Breeden family farm.
Roughly cut, jagged edge stones lie randomly scattered along
the drive. The road opens into a clearing cluttered with two ancient automobiles, some mismatched chairs and the 1930s
stone house with the the green painted shutters peeling.
Supplies, including the 25-pound electric grinder he uses to
sculpt the stone, fill the three-car garage beside the house.
Dust now covers the tools while cars sit on the drive circling
in front of the house.
"I have a real hard time talking to many people about my
work because I feel like if it has to be explained I'm in trouble, Breeden says. "When you look at a piece, you feel differently about it than I do."
After working as a furniture designer for six years in his
hometown Manassas, Breeden was not satisfied with his work.
"The whole thing was just not good anymore," he says. "It
was the same problem we all have. I'd spent my life there."
He left the country then to paint and sculpt in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. While in Rio, he also taught art at the American
school.
Breeden, a native Virginian, grew up in Manassas and lived
at Liberia, an antebellum mansion that was the only Civil War
site visited by the presidents of both the Union and the Confederacy. He left Manassas for Greenbrier Military School in
West Virginia. His five years there taught him something all
artists need to learn — how to be disciplined.
"I am, I think, in that I'm very, very frugal with my time,"
Breeden says. "If anyone wants to have a meeting with me, I
like them to come here.
I don't want to 'do lunch.' It disrupts my day."
Because his studio is just outside the door, Breeden sets his
own hours. "I like it because I like to work until I'm really
tired," he says. Breeden stops when he wants, comes inside to
cat, take a nap and play with his kids, then he's back at work.
When the weather turns cold, Breeden takes about a threemonth break from sculpting. Since most of the studio is outside, the climate isn't ideal for working when the temperatures
fall, especially since fans are needed to clear the air while he
sculpts.
After talking to artist friends with studios away from their
homes, Breeden estimates he would have one-third less time to
work if he had to drive to a studio. But even though he can do
what he wants, things aren't always perfect.
"Sometimes I do get in a rut and I do really bad work, " he
says. "I'm probably my own worst critic."
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"I know he doesn't know where he's going when he starts," Elizabeth Breeden says of her husband's sculpturing.

That's when Elizabeth comes to work. "She'll say 'That's it.
Straighten up. Take a day off and get your stuff together,"" he
says.
I don t take offense to that. I know exactly what she's talking about."
But with at least two shows a month in the summer, sometimes he needs to work just to finish pieces. He completes
roughly 10 pieces a week, for almost 200 works a year.
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And in just one month, Breeden can show enough pieces to
account for a year's work for other artists. "I disagree with people who hold to the idea that every piece should be a masterpiece," he says.
"You have to work even when you don't feel like it. You
keep working to keep the ideas moving from the mind to the
fingers."
The time involved in creating a piece doesn't determine its
value. "It's how good I feel the piece is," he says. "I've had
pieces that I've worked on for three hours that I'd sold for three
times the amount I sold pieces I'd worked 12 to 15 hours on."
The sculptor doesn't fit the image of a starving artist. "It's an
exciting life because you never can get far enough along,"
Breeden says, pushing up his wire-framed glasses to rub tired
eyes. The family manages to save a litde, and a sale can be a
cause for celebration.
"For me, I have to sell my work, no matter what it is — I
can do owls and unicorns, and they'll all sell," says Breeden,
who appreciates other classical art but little other abstract art.
Besides his entries in the warm weather shows, Breeden puts
pieces in galleries from Philadelphia to Miami. The nature of
the pieces somewhat affects where they are placed. "There are
some places and some galleries where my sculpture is not going to be appropriate because it's abstract," he says. "I have
reached the point where I have credibility and probably [am]
getting in 50 percent of the galleries in the country, if I wanted
to do that."
But to Breeden, art shouldn't be tucked away in the comers of
a gallery. The artist seeks to display his sculptures in public
places. "I'm much more excited about putting a piece out
where it's free — where everybody can look at it," he says.
If you want a sculpture in a public place, Breeden will find
funds to match those you provide. He wants people to see his
work. A two-inch thick book, with fine print reminiscent of
an encyclopedia, lists companies that offer grants for fine arts
work.
Scattered Biscuit Run brochures cover the center of the
study's table. The pamphlet includes a letter from the widow of
Joseph Hirshhom. "Your work was the last work of an artist
Two 1985 sculptures, "Blue" (right) and an untitled piece
(opposite page top), represent Breeden's latest style of sculpting. Both rough chisel marks and highly polished soapstone
highlight what Breeden calls different phases of life. "Abstract
pieces for me are more thought-provoking. They allow the person viewing them more input," he says.
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that Mr. Hirshhom saw," Olga Hirshhorn wrote in the October
1981 letter. "I guess that will give you some claim to fame in
addition to what you already have."
Besides having won numerous art awards throughout the
state, Breeden also was a nominee in 1985 for the Virginia
Governor's Award for the Arts. But Breeden doesn't look for
the awards; he's too busy with other work.
"A lot of cities are realizing the value of music and art,
sculpture and the performing arts. ... A lot of people go to
New York for the art in New York. Miami has figured this
out," Breeden says. But "they can't be successful sticking
something on every street comer," he adds.
Outdoor sculpture generates its own responses. "It's there all
the time — even in the dark when it's night and no one's looking at it," he says. Because of their size, most of Breeden's
larger works stand outside, with perhaps his most famous
piece, "Family," resting on the lawn of the juvenile courthouse in Downtown Charlottesville.
"Even with my own works, I rarely go back to see them just
to see them," he says. When he does, he is surprised to find
new angles in the multi-dimensional sculptures.
"I should think I know every little bit about it," he says.
With his sculpting, Breeden creates the image and then
roughs out shapes and details. Apprentices finish the work.
Breeden takes the young artists and teaches them how to
work with the stone. Most of their tasks are the mundane jobs,
like polishing the sculptures and carving the bases. But as easy
as they sound, those jobs take both skill and attention. "If
you're not paying attention to what you're doing, you'll have
to start all over," he says.
Breeden's apprentices do more than just finish up his work.
He can't teach them how to be sculptors, but he can teach
them "how to sculpt."
"I think the biggest thing I can do with the teaching is to encourage people not to be afraid of their work," he says. "I
think we all have some insecurities, and the one way I think
we can overcome it is just going out and doing pieces. I give
them the opportunity to become comfortable working with the
stone."
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(Oppositepage top) Breeden sands his sculpture, "Family," using water to give it a smooth, polished finish. He began with
a seven-ton block of Virginia soapstone, eventually carving it
down to the finished four-and-one-half ton sculpture (left). "It's
there all the time — even in the dark when ... no one's looking at it," says Breeden of his outdoor sculpture.
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Breeden took his teaching on the road to Florida early last
year when he heard about an opportunity in the University of
Miami art department. He applied and was named as sculptor
in residence for a three-month program.
"I just worked a lot of hours, went home and went to bed and
then got up and worked a lot again," he says. Although he
spent most of the day sculpting, interrupted only to answer
questions from the students, the experience wasn't the best it
could be. Not only were the students primarily interested in
painting, but his family was back in Virginia.
With two children in Northern Virginia from a previous marriage and five children with Elizabeth, Breeden doesn't like to
leave his family. All of the children have been encouraged to
explore art, but they aren't limited to sculpture.
But life never slows at Biscuit Run — especially on Wednesday nights. For the past 15 years, the Breedens have hosted
a weekly open house for the public. With a few regular guests,
visitors usually include artists, friends and an occasional celebrity. The party's size ranges from 10 to 50 people.
"I think Virginia is conservative enough that they're surprised that an artist is a regular guy," Elizabeth says.
She supervises the Wednesday night potluck dinners, which
vary from spaghetti to soup and beans. Guests aren't expected
to contribute to the meal on their first visit but know to bring
something when they return. Plus, the Breedens removed the
kitchen cupboard doors so guests easily can find what they
need.
For David Breeden, the open house makes it easy for people
to get to know him and his work. With each mark on the
soapstone, Breeden adds his own personality and philosophy to
the sculpture.
"I like to be able to say there is a lot of me in all of my
sculpture," he says, glancing out the window toward the
mountains.
"There is . . . but there is more of me in some pieces than
others."
[c\
Kyra Scarton, senior from Manassas, plans to continue her family's tradition in journalism, but she hopes not to starve in the
process.
With his studio adjacent to his home, Breeden can find time
each day for his family. Taking a break from his work, Breeden
kisses his one-and-a-half-year-old daughter, Summer. He has
two children from a previous marriage, and five others with his
wife, Elizabeth.
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Behind

Local volunteers
continue to help the
March of Dimes in
the national fight
against birth defects.

\

the

Dimes

Before her child was bom in
1983, Sarah Houff knew little
about the March of Dimes, an
organization for which a friend of hers
had been working.
After she gave birth to Emily, however, the organization became a much bigger part of her life.
Her daughter was born with clubfoot,
a disorder in which the foot is twisted
abnormally down and inward, making it

i

difficult to stand and walk. Now, three
years later, Emily is walking on what
appears to be a normal foot, thanks to
two successful surgeries.
An experience like the Houffs' is not
isolated in a country where one in 14
babies is bom with some sort of defect.
Defects range from the minor, such as
color blindness, to the more severe, as
in those bom with a missing limb.
"Every time a child is born with a
birth defect, we've failed, we didn't do
what we set out to do," Sarah Milam
says. A slender, atttractive woman of
31, the Lynchburg native has spent five
years as director of the Shenandoah Valley Division of the March of Dimes.
The area chapter is one of 300 nationwide in an organization that developed
47 years ago as an anti-polio organization, on the strength of an idea from
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, himself stricken with polio.
"We were originally The National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis,
which is polio," Milam explains. When
Roosevelt turned to Americans and
asked them to contribute their dimes in
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The March of Dimes has played a major
role in the lives of Sarah Houff and her
daughter Emily. Houff has gone from an
occasional volunteer to the area coordinator of one of the organization's largest
fundraisers, the Mothers' March.
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the fight against the disease, millions responded. That campaign was
called, appropriately enough, the March
of Dimes.
The discovery of the Salk and Sabin
polio vaccines after 1955 put an end to
the epidemic proportions of the disease
and brought it under control.
With the success of its initial campaign, the March of Dimes redirected its
efforts, this time toward treatment of
birth defects. With a new objective in
hand, the organization finally was renamed as the March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation.
Milam traces the local chapter's beginnings to those same years. "They started
it back in polio days," she says, wrapping a strand of her straight blond hair
around her finger.
"My records go back to the early
1950s," she continues, "but actually
some of the original charter members of
the old March of Dimes are still around
helping us."
As division director, Milam oversees
an eight-county operation, extending
south to Waynesboro and north to Winchester. Her major duties involve bringing together families who have certain
needs and professionals who can satisfy
those needs. Such a service is vital, especially in a rural area.
"That's part of what we have to do
here locally," Milam says of the professional programs. "We have to be sure
that just because we are in Harrisonburg, our families have the same chance
for the best possible health care as they
would if they were living someplace
else."
In the past, health care most often
took the form of direct financial aid to
families with money problems. In recent years, the focus of that assistance
has changed.
"I guess maybe historically people
think of us in terms of patient aid," she
continues.
"We still do that, but in terms of the
effective use of a dollar spent, it's not
effective because you're helping only
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"Every time a child is born with a birth
defect, we've failed, we didn't do what
we set out to do," March of Dimes division director Sarah Milam says, outlining the organization's goals.

one person [with aid]. We're a lot more
into services and programs that will
reach a large number of people."
Many of those services help young
parents or parents-to-be. For example,
the chapter is funding a traveling genetic
counselor in order to reach those unable
to commute to a larger city. The counselor meets with prospective parents, reviews genetic histories of both families
and then advises each couple of the odds
of having a healthy child.
Educating future parents on how to
care for their unborn children is another
service. "Our work is really in preconception planning, that's why we
spend a good deal of our time in the
high schools," Milam says. A typical
program might explain to high school
girls the dangers of smoking or drinking

during pregnancy.
To fund these and other programs, the
organization almost constantly is sponsoring some sort of fund-raising activity. As a non-profit organization, the
March of Dimes receives no direct funding from the federal government.
"Ours is 100 percent public support,
which can be individual support or corporate support as well," Milam says. By
the same token, working with such a
large area, possibilities for raising money are numerous.
"For this office, ... if there's not
something going on in one [county],
there's something going on in another,"
Milam says.
A combination of locally sponsored
events and national programs constitutes
a large percentage of the fund-raising effort. That combination helped to raise
$154,000 in 1986, an increase of 12
percent over the 1984 total.
In addition to fund-raising programs,
the March of Dimes also tries to counsel parents of children with serious defects, providing "reassurance that their
child has potential," Milam says. "It
may be different than your neighbor's
child, but he does have potential.
"A parent with a child with spina bifida who has been told he will never walk
again gets the same amount of joy seeing him crawl as I would watching my
baby take his first step," Milam continues. In spina bifida, the bones of the
spine do not fuse properly.
A majority of the work accomplished
by the March of Dimes is done by people who receive no pay for their services. For every paid employee, there
are 1,000 volunteers.
A volunteer's contributions can range
from helping with one event a year to
regularly working several hours a week.
Some donate their time to follow in a
relative's footsteps, while others donate
their time to help fight a battle already
familiar to them.
"I can think of several [families] right
off hand that have originally gotten involved because there was a problem,"

The Leader of the March
If you told Sarah Milam 10
years ago that she would settle
in Harrisonburg and marry the
son of a city official, she'd have
laughed in your face.
Well, stranger things have happened.
After some advice from a college
professor and the success of a blind
date, the 1978 James Madison University graduate has found a home in the
Valley. She serves as division director
for the Shenandoah Valley Division of
the March of Dimes, a job she has
held since 1981.
After high school, Milam was, by
her own admission, unsure of her future. She did know, though, that she
wanted to plan for it away from her
Lynchburg roots.
"I didn't know what I was going to
do," Milam says. "I never had a desire
to go back [to Lynchburg], I wanted a
place close enough for an easy visit,
but far away enough."
As a camper and then counselor at
nearby Massanetta Springs, Milam
visited the Harrisonburg area for several years and finally decided that Madison College fit her needs. As a senior
at Jefferson Forest High School, Milam chose the Shenandoah Valley college.
In that first year, an instructor in an
introductory class suggested she consider television as a career. "A teacher
in one of the basic classes told me that
I should do this," she says with a
smile, "and I think I just fell for it."
In the communication department.

Milam says.
Houff, a Staunton resident, began her
efforts as a volunteer soliciting collections for the Mother's March, a nationwide fund-raising drive. Now, she serves
as area coordinator for that program.
The March of Dimes will continue to
help children with birth defects, but

Milam was deeply involved with every
aspect of television. "Once I did one
thing there was another, so I got really
involved," she continues.
If her last name sounds familiar, you
might have heard it around city hall.
Her father-in-law, Marvin Milam, is
Harrisonburg's city manager.
"It was a blind date through a roommate," Milam recalls happily as she
tells the story of how she and her husband, Mark, met. "Her fiance came up
for a sorority formal or something like
that, and he had this friend...."
Her husband graduated from Madison
a year before his wife. After successful
internships at WVPT, Channel 51,
and WHS V, Harrisonburg's Channel 3,
she took a job at the local ABC affiliate after graduation.
"When I decided that I wanted to go
into comm., I had aspirations of 'bigcity' material," Milam says. What she
found, though, came as somewhat of a
surprise. She left the field after less
than a year.
"I just got really tired of all the personalities and egos," she says as her
voice takes on a more serious tone. "It
got kind of tiring after a while."
While her husband went into business for himself, Milam went to work
for the city. Charged with relocating
low-income families from substandard
housing, her stay in that position
seemed interminable. "I probably made
more enemies in Harrisonburg in five
months . . .," she says, her voice trailing off.

Milam would just as soon eliminate the
need for her organization and others like
it.
"Our goal is the healthy baby," Milam says. "We will certainly try to deal
with [the family of a child with a birth
defect] and that situation to make the
potential of that child the best it can

After working for her father-in-law
for about a year, Milam then
went to work with her husband
at the Cash 'N' Carry, his no-frills
grocery store. Differences of opinion
between the two made that work difficult as well, and she left after six
months. "We saw things from a totally different perspective," Milam says.
"It was no fun working together because we saw so much of each other."
She returned to JMU to pursue a
master's degree in business and at the
same time took a job as a teller at
Massanutten Bank. She postponed her
academic pursuits, however, when
working during the day and attending
classes at night became too much of a
burden.
Finally, six years ago, the area
March of Dimes chapter was seeking a
director. A combination of skills and
good, old-fashioned luck put Milam in
the position she has held ever since.
"My neighbor was on the search committee," she says with a grin.
Since taking the post, Milam and
her husband have made an addition to
the family with three-year-old Shelly,
and the Milams soon will add another.
Don't look for Milam to leave this
job, or the area anytime soon. She's
quite content right where she is.
"I know it sounds kind of corny, but
I'm at an age where children, family
and good health are extremely important.
"Whenever I get tired of it, I'll bail
out."
0

be." Milam stops, pauses a moment and
adds, "Healthy mothers and healthy babies, everything comes back to that." \C\
A senior from Woodbridge, Greg McCormick looks forward to getting paid to
write about games as a sports writer. /Is
soon as he finds a job, that is.
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Besides operating a unique
furniture store, Nelson Hess has
been collecting and restoring
dolls for more than 40 years.
i

*
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It began with an arm here and a leg there. Now it's more
than just a few pretty faces.
Nelson Hess, owner and operator of Hess Furniture in
Downtown Harrisonburg, looks more like someone who
would be moving box springs and mattresses than handling antique dolls, but he has been a collector for more than 40 years.
Nancy Hess, his wife of 38 years, says her husband "seems
to have an eye for the old and valuable."
Such an eye is helpful to someone who frequents Hess Furniture, which opened in 1954. The store specializes in furniture, which Hess calls "about 60 percent used, 30 percent new
and 10 percent antique." But much more than cedar wardrobes,
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cane-bottomed chairs and hall trees can be found in the building at 139 N. Liberty St.
In fact, there's so much more, that, in some places, indefinite aisles separate the groups of merchandise. Browsers must
pick their way through clusters of dressers, cabinets full of
dishes and shelf after shelf of old books, glassware and every
kitchen gadget known to man.
Much of the merchandise is acquired by purchasing household estates through Pennsylvania banks, he says. These purchases account for the collection of pots, pans, utensils and
kitchen appliances that occupies the back of the store and the
stacks of neatly folded table linens, blankets and handmade

quilts here and there.
In short, the place looks like a garage sale enthusiast's heaven. Items waiting to be priced spill out of the showroom and
into the office, next to which stands what used to be a whole
piano. The piano's insides are now exposed to light, and it
waits for the attention of a piano repairman.
And that's just the first floor.
(Above) This doll in an antique stroller belonged to the mother
of a local woman who gave it to the Hesses before she moved
into a rest home. The woman used to call and ask, "How are
my babies?"
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'I was making
about a dollar a
day — not real big
money, and I'd
say, Til take the
doll-baby for a
day's work.'

Upstairs, there is even less room to
move amid the dressers, beds and tables.
A multitude of chairs either have been
hung from the ceiling or placed at whatever angle they could be balanced.
All the furniture remains in the condition it was in when purchased. "We sell
everything 'as is,'" Hess says. "A lot of
times, if we try to restore it, we use the
wrong finish. A customer might want a
lighter or darker finish. That's one reason we sell 'as is.' "
Often this works out better, he adds.
"If someone finishes a piece themselves,
they're proud of it. If you put a little
love and work into something, it gives
a person more pride and satisfaction than
it would to purchase it finished."
He might not be concerned with restoration of the furniture, but Hess and his
wife put a great deal of love and work
into another aspect of the business.
Hess Doll Shoppe, enclosed in its
own nook of the store, is as inconspicuous as the conglomerate of used furniture upstairs is massive. Browsers will
find no hodgepodge here. Boxed reproductions line three sides of the niche,
while glass cases hold the more fragile
items.
Although the cozy space in the store
seems like a nice enough "home" for
them, many of the dolls brought into
the store find their way into the Hess'
home, where they become like one of
the family.
Hess says he began collecting dolls
and parts of dolls before he was married.
The local auction house where he

worked occasionally would receive dolls
with other merchandise to be sold.
While the other items sold, the dolls
usually did not. But they caught his eye.
"I was making about a dollar a day —
not real big money, and I'd say, 'I'll take
the doll-baby for a day's work.'"
Often he brought home only pieces of
old dolls — boxes of heads, arms, legs.
For years, these dolls and limbs were
stored in the house. From 1975 to
1978, Nancy Hess was researching and
writing one book and editing another on
the history of Rockingham County, a
process which included a trip to Germany, Holland and Switzerland, the homeland of many of the county's original
residents. She says her husband told her,
"As soon as you finish that, I want you
to do something with my dolls."
After taking a correspondence course
on restoring antique dolls and with the
guidance of a knowledgeable friend, the
slim, soft-spoken, grandmotherly woman began rebuilding the broken bodies,
replacing pulled-out hair and making
miniature clothes.
The dolls the Hesses have collected
and restored are displayed throughout
their hilltop home, situated on 230
acres just north of Harrisonburg.
Dolls rest in various and precarious
positions in the antique-filled house.
Dolls dressed for a visit are seated in
children's chairs in the living room.
Others lounge in a cozy-looking group
on the hearth. Raggedy Ann and Andy
dolls ornament the bathroom, and in the
library, a young lady in summer white
is attired for an outing in an antique
wicker stroller covered with a fringed
parasol.
And each doll, like a child or grandchild, has a colorful story about him or
her that the Hesses, who have two "real"
children, four grandchildren and several
foster children in foreign countries, will
The Hess Doll Shoppe is surrounded by
furniture Hess says is "about 60 percent
used, 30 percent new and 10 percent antique." The store opened in 1954.
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Hess acquires much of the glassware from household estates he
purchases through Pennsylvania banks. He also has an assortbrag about to anyone who is interested.
Nelson Hess is hesitant to talk about
his dolls, deferring to his wife, who,
like any grandmother, seems less hesitant to stop talking about this one or
that one. She pauses from time to time
to point out one's "sweet" face, artfully
arranged curls or lacy bloomers, while
her husband stands close by, smiling
proudly.
The first large doll Hess brought
home sits in a child-size chair in the living room. She wears a wine-colored velvet dress trimmed with creamy lace and
a pair of black lace-up boots. Her blond
locks are human hair, and her face,
which has a child-like glow, is porcelain
bisque.
Bisque is a very fine substance, and
the fine old [dolls] are all either German
or French. . . . And most of the bodies
are what they call composition," Nancy
Hess says, lifting one of the tiny hands.
It s a mixture of sawdust and glue that
w
as molded and painted. This is the
original body, and not often do you find

ment of pots, pans, utensils and kitchen appliances as well as
table linens, blankets and handmade quilts.

v

"If someone finishes a piece themselves,
they're proud of it," Hess says, explaining one reason why he doesn't restore
the furniture in his store.

'all original' bodies [with the original
heads]."
Across the room are a group of
"covered wagon dolls," named for the era
in American history in which they appeared. Their heads are molded white
china with hair and facial features painted on, and their bodies are cloth. Hess
carefully lifts one from the group to
show its soft body, leather hands and
painted curls.
"This is probably one of the oldest
that we've acquired," she says. "It's the
oldest china. ... A lady came through
from North Carolina and stopped at the
store. She saw it said Hess Doll
Shoppe, and she needed some money.
She pleaded, T have this doll. Will you
buy it?' So he [her husband] bought it.
He was so excited ....
"This one's probably more than 130
years old — maybe 1850, somewhere
along about that time. You can tell often with china dolls by the hairstyle,"
she says, returning the sausage-curled
lass to the hearth.
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Over the years. Nelson Hess has
earned himself quite a reputation as a
doll collector, especially with local
women who want someone who will
take care of their old dolls — and often
their mothers' dolls.
Nancy Hess points out a wax doll
from around the turn of the century
which was given to them by a local
woman who had terminal cancer. "She
said 'Nelson takes such good care of his
babies. He's the one I want to have
her.'"
Several dolls in the collection were
donated by another local woman, who
was about to move into a rest home and
had no remaining family to take care of
her possessions. She contacted Hess and
asked him to take her dolls and her
mother's dolls because she didn't want
to sell them and wanted them "to have a
good home."
Hess says for several years the woman
continued to call every now and then to
ask about each doll by name and to inquire about its welfare, including the
doll in the stroller.
"That one was her pride and joy,"
Nancy Hess says.
"It was her mother's doll," her husband adds.
"That's the one she really wanted Mr.
Hess to have and take care of forever and
ever. She used to call and ask, 'How are
my babies?'
"One year at Christmas we had like a
little party for her. We had her come
over, and we had the dolls all out so she
could see them." The guest greeted her
dolls with delighted giggles. Since that
time, the woman has passed away.
Many dolls occupy the upstairs room,
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This doll, only about four inches tall, has her own trunk, several changes of clothes
including a beaded formal gown and a handmade patchwork quilt.
but at least twice that number are on
display in the lower level of their
home, many of which are grouped by
type in display cases or on shelves. In
one case are miniature dolls, most of
which are no more than four inches tall.
One such figure has her own trunk with
several changes of clothing, including a
tiny beaded formal gown. This doll also
has a miniature handmade patchwork
quilt the size of a three-by-five card.
Also grouped together is an entire
tribe of Indians, which date back to the

1920s, and several antique black dolls,
which Hess says are hard to find, because at the time the dolls were made,
few blacks could afford them and few
whites wanted black dolls. Two of the
black miniatures, each about three inches high, perch on a tiny bench, gleefully
clutching wedges of watermelon.
Another aspect of the collection is
dolls produced by companies known for
a product other than toys. Two Sunshine dolls, a boy and a girl, put out by
the Sunshine Bakery, share a ladderback

chair in a guest room upstairs.
Downstairs, looking a bit more mature
than their dimpled companions from the
1920s, is a group of flapper bed dolls, or
"cigarette dolls."
"Chesterfield cigarettes came out with
a doll when women started smoking,"
Nelson Hess explains.
"Some were portrayed as 'bad' girls,
like this one would have been a ... a
prostitute," Nancy Hess says, taking one
from the shelf. The doll, with her vivid
purple dress and cape, her flaming orange hair and a beauty mark on her
cheek, looks much like a harlot from the
cover of "Police Gazette."
These dolls were portrayed more or
less as something wicked," she says, returning the "streetwalker" to the shelf
and explaining, "Many flapper doll
skirts also hid cigarette packs."
Another special collection of a more
sober nature is Nancy Hess' prize group
of Mennonite and Amish dolls —
enough to constitute several families.
These dolls are clothed in black, the
women wearing the traditional bonnets
and the men full beards and widebrimmed hats. Her family was originally
Mennonite, and the dolls are like those
given to children within the sect in the
1920s and '30s.
Not all of the dolls collected by the
Hesses are displayed in their home. A
collection of Madame Alexander representations of the presidential wives was
sold some time ago and are on display in
Evers Family Restaurant near Mt. Crawford.
Madame Alexander dolls need special
car
e in a controlled environment; we
weren't able to display them," Mrs. Hess
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(Above) In addition to the number of dolls, the Hesses also collect doll furniture and
dishes, including several sets of tiny dishes in pewter, glass and china. (Below) These
antique black dolls inside a glass case are rare because at the time they were made,
few blacks could afford them and few whites wanted black dolls.
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explains.
"We're so much happier now going
there and seeing the dolls than we were
having them stored in boxes at home."
"We like going over there and sitting
near them and looking at them while we
eat," Nelson Hess says, then, jesting to
his wife, "Well, you'd rather have me
These dolls were
more or less
portrayed as
something wicked,'
she says, returning
the 'streetwalker.'
make eyes at them than at the real ones,
wouldn't you?"
Some of the dolls and doll accessories
in the house are gifts the Hesses have
given each other over the years. In a
glass cabinet in the living room are several sets of tiny dishes in pewter, glass
and china.
"I had a set like these tiny little green
ones when I was a child," Nancy Hess
says as she points out one miniature tea
set, "and we never knew what happened
to them. Anyway, some years ago, he
found that little set in an antique shop,
and he wrapped them up and gave them
to me for my birthday, and they were
just like the ones I had. That's one of
the nicest presents I ever received."
Amid the hundreds of dolls, the Hesses try to explain the attraction of doll
collecting. "It's nostalgic. Most people
had dolls when they were children," she
begins. "Nearly everyone has some
strong feelings for dolls. Don't you
think?" she asks her husband.
"I think so," he answers. "A lot of
people like to think back to their childhood days." He grins broadly. "I'll always be a child at heart!"
{£]

LLh
Pam Wiley, a junior communication major from Richmond, wants to try everything and write about most of it.
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pring in the Sncnandoah Valley
has brought the splendor and excitement of nature popping up
from winter's sleep. In fields and frontyard flower beds, the reds and yellows of
tulips have shot up from thawed soil,
and green buds have burst open from
their once-barren branches. The familiar
call of the sun beckons everyone to the
outdoors — traveling to scenic spots or
romantic getaways.
One way to escape the pressures and
monotony of work or school is to spend
a night or long weekend at a bed and
breakfast inn. In and around Harrisonburg, the many B and B's stand apart
from hotels or motels because of their
quaint, relaxing and refreshing atmospheres. Each inn is as unique as the host
or hostess who owns it.
The Pumpkin House Inn, nestled on
45 acres of rustic landscape four miles
south of Harrisonburg on Route 11, of-

fers quiet elegance to those who enjoy
privacy, fireplaces, antiques and warm
innkeepers. During the Civil War, the
three-story brick house, built in 1847,
housed Gen. Philip Sheridan, with his
troops in the bam across the road. Today, after countless hours of restoration,
Tom Kidd and his sister Elizabeth Umstott, who both grew up in the house,
have turned the place into a bed and
breakfast. They opened the inn last August and since then have enjoyed a prosperous business.
Inside, Kidd greets his guests with a
warm handshake and smile. He immediately makes visitors feel at home as he

(Above) Homemade pumpkin bread,
fresh fruit and an old-fashioned pitcher
full of milk are part of the continental
breakfast served at the Pumpkin House
Inn.
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(Above) The Pumpkin House Inn sits on 45 acres of rustic landscape four miles
south of Harrisonburg on Route 11. (Right) The Cat Room, overlooking a pumpkin
patch, is named appropriately for its stenciled prints along the top of the walls.
shows off his comfortable house. "My
family has always been interested in
hospitality," he says. He points out antique tables and lamps that have been
passed down through his family and describes the seven guest rooms that are
elegantly styled in Victorian, country,
or folk-art decor. Devoting most of his
time to the business, Kidd offers a tour
of the house so guests can select the
room that suits them best, starts up
fires in the fireplaces, or relaxes with
visitors downstairs in the common
room.
While Kidd lives downstairs at the
Pumpkin House, Umstott lives in Newport News with her family. She commutes 210 miles to the inn twice a
month. These trips give them an opportunity to discuss business and talk about
improvements and problems. "It's nice
to have something we've created liked so
well," Kidd says.
Each of the seven guest rooms is
named according to its decorations or
color scheme. Depending on a visitor's
taste, the Gold Room might be a good
choice — with its cozy fireplace and
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Persian rug. The walls and ceiling are
trimmed in gold while lace curtains
adorn the windows. The antiques and
pictures, including a black-and-white
photograph of the home during the
1890s, serve as reminders of the house's
history.
The Cat Room is another prime
choice because of the American folk art
and stenciled cat prints on the walls.
This room offers a comfortable canopy
bed and a window viewing the flower
garden and pumpkin patch in the backyard.
All the rooms share the common feeling of warmth and the personal touch of
the innkeepers. "We really enjoy the variety of guests," Kidd says. They host
parents of James Madison University
students, honeymooners, skiers, business people and travelers, he says. In the
common room, the guests can get together and watch television or sit by the
fire. "I enjoy the guests getting together
because they're fascinating to talk to,"
Kidd says. Prices vary from $40 to $65,
depending on the room.
After a night's sleep in one of the an-

lique beds, guests wake in the morning
to the smell of fresh pumpkin bread and
coffee in the dining room. Here, the
guests can talk and enjoy a relaxing continental breakfast served by the staff of
Francis Trobaugh, Martine La Prevotte
and Lois High. Making sure everything
is perfect, they eagerly talk to guests
and pour more coffee. They also run the
inn when Kidd is away.
The Pumpkin House Inn, with its
cornfields and comfortable atmosphere,
is close to many attractions. Antique
stores line Route 11, mountains surround the Valley and four colleges sit
within close proximity. With the warm
personalities of Kidd, Umstott and their
staff, the inn is ideal for people who are
traveling or who need a change of scenery. Kidd says, "I just tell people about
the inn and it speaks for itself."
0

Laura Miller, an English and communication major from Sterling, plans to graduate in December and plans to travel and
write for a magazine. She enjoys writing
feature stories and poetry.
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ROCCO FEEDS, INC., ROCCO FARMS, INC.,
ROCCO TURKEYS, INC., ROCCO FARM FOODS, INC.,
ROCCO FURTHER PROCESSING, INC., ROCCO BUILDING SUPPLIES, INC,
ROCCO LAMB FARMS, INC.
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Harrisonburg, Virginia

I
Good food - Good displays - Good products - Good services - Good people - Good fun

The Shenandoah Valley Food and Business Fair brings together the foods, products and services offered in the area in a
festive atmosphere. Come join us for the
all-you-can-eat menu, 100 business displays, entertainment and door prizes. Cosponsored by the Rockingham County
Fair Association and the HarrisonburgRockingham Chamber of Commerce.
Tickets Before May 15:
$12 per adult
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Tickets After May 15:
$14 per adult
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May 29

Rockingham County

$6 per child
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$7 per child

MENU
Hope's Dilly Lemon Shittake Soup
Sauteed Shittake Mushrooms
Appalachian Shittake Pate
Turkey Salad • French-fried Potatoes
Apple Sauce • Potato Chips, Pretzels and Dips
Barbecued Round of Beef
Pork Loin a la Normandie with Raisin Sauce
Country Style Smoked Ham
Barbecued Veal Shoulder Roast
Barbecued Denver Lamb Ribs
Barbecued Lamb Pattie
Perdue Done It Hot Wings, Spicy Wings
Barbecued Chicken Breast Cutlet
Tahitian Chicken ■ Dixie Dogs ■ Turkey Delight
Party Turkey Dogs • Turkey Nuggets
Barbecued Turkey Roast, White and Dark
Sliced Turkey • Smoked Turkey
Turkey Cutlets Teriyaki, Sweet and Sour
Smoked Lebanon Bologna
Cherry Dessert Omelet Flambe
Fruit-flavored Yogurt • Hand-dipped Ice Cream
Apple Juice • Iced Tea • Iced Water
White and Chocolate Milk
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For information and to purchase tickets, contact the Chamber office at 191 S. Main St.
in downtown Harrisonburg or phone (703) 434-3862.
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